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THE “HOME PAPER” OF TH E MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
por The Independent. :
TO A BELO VED DAUGHTER.
jf r should tell you how you light the way
A d d in g a glory to each passing day.
Your tender words and ever gracious smile
Have often helped to woary hours beguile.
That your dear 'face so pure and fair to
<HasSgiven worlds of comfort unto ’me,
The beauty of your soul is shining
, through! >
A daily Messing* I behold in you.
You-are so near this pulsing heart of
; mine— .
'
,/
This mother-heart, our lives do enter twine:
You give me com fort in so many ways,
The music of your voice a hymn of praise.
You are possessed of wondrous grace and
ease

And charm |of m an n er; that is bo\md to

11 piehsb, |
Ever thinking of the service you can , give
Adding to joy each blessed day you live.
If I should say liow lonely life would be
If your dear face I could not daily see,
You need but read your own dear loving
heart
To know how hard ’twould be for us to'
part.

MRS* H EN RY. ARMSTRONG.
;

Dorchester. Mass.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES
Mrs. Emma Prizer wishes to thank,
thru The Independent, all her friends
who so kindly remembered her with
cards, letters and flowers during her
recent illness.
Little Billie Deitrich is suffering
from a broken wrist, which he sus
tained while on a months vacation in
Wildwood, N. J . The Deitrichs planned
to return home the earlier part of
this week but due to Billies mishap
they will remain in Wildwood another
week. The fracture is knitting nice
ly and the attending physician ex
pects to remove the splint' from Bill
ie’s wrist the latter part of this week.
Marjorie Tyson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. P. Tyson fell from her
tricycle white playing on the pave
ment last Friday and cut a deep gash
in her chin. Dr. W. Z. Anders was
attending physician. Three stitches
w e re necessary to close the wound.
The condition of John G. Fuhrman,
Sr., who has been seriously ill for
some time remains about the same.
1 Dr. C. V. Tower and Dr. Homer
Smith spent Monday in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Sinclair of Honolulu, arrived
on Sunday from Europe, where she
had been touring, to spend several
weeks in Collegeville as a guest of
Mrs. Homer Smith of Clamer avenue.
Mrs. Sinclair will return to Honolulu
after her visit with the Smiths.
Dr. and Mrs. J . S. Miller entertain
ed friends at cards on Saturday even
ing. Miss Jackie Miller is spending
some time with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Price of Collingswood, N. J .
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reese of Al
lentown and Mrs. Samuel Snyder of
Hatfield visited Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Fenstermacher on Thursday. Mr. J .
Linford Snyder, Miss Pearl Snyder
and Miss Mildred Markley, all of. Hat
field, were their Sunday guests.
Miss Francis Bechtel, clerk in the
Collegeville National Bank spent last
week vacationing at Wildwood, N. J .
She was accompanied by Miss Fran
cis Jones of Trappe.
Miss Lulu Sacks, assistant cashier
in the local bank is enjoying a week’s
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. John B arrett are
spending a week in Atlantic City.
They will return home Saturday even
ing.
Mr. Guillian Clamer of Atlantic
City spent Monday evening with his
mother, Mrs. Francis J . Clamer.
Mrs. John Hunsicker of Third ave
nue and Mrs. Esther Fuhrman, Of
near Collegeville,'are spending a week
at the Fuhrman cottage, at High
land Park, Sellersville. They are at
tending the camp meeting of the
Evangelical church.
Delegates from the local G. M. G.
attended the Missionary Conference
at Ursinus College last week. Those
that attended the conference were:
Iona Schatz, Dorothy Witmer, Kath
ryn Allebach, Alice Allebach, Elvira
Winkler and Verna Fenstermacher.
Mrs. I. F . Hatfield and family and
Mrs. A. M. Ullman spent Sunday in
Paoli visiting Mrs. Sara Whitworth.
Mrs. Caroline Steinruck, Mrs. B ar
bara Kelley and two daughters and
Miss Caroline Steinruck, all of Roxborough were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Godshall of Fifth avenue on
Sunday.
Kenneth Moyer, Elmo Sommers and
Laverne Bergey, commonly known as
(the big trio) le ft at 5 o’clock on Sun
day morning to motor to Atlantic
City,' where they had an enjoyable
day on the beach.
The regular meeting of the! Collegewile fire company will be held in the
fire hall on Thursday evening.
The condition of Harry Ludwig,
who was recently operated on for appendicites, in the Montgomery Hos
pital, Norristown, is greatly im
proved. Harry will return home in a
■few days.
Sergeant J . J . Weinert, in charge
of the Collegeville barracks of the
State Highway Patrol, is taking a
short vacation tour thru the South.
He plans to spend some time in camp
at Marysville, Tenh., greeting for
mer war buddies.
A new shingle roof has been put on
the large barn on the Jpseph Robison
form, Second avenue.
Twenty-two
thousand shingles were required for
ffie job,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hunsicker'and
children, Mr. and Mrs. John Godshall
and daughter Helen, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Walt and daughter Arlene,
kft Saturday morning for Peck’s Pond,
Pike county, where they will spend
several days They were joined by Mr.
and Mrs. George Walt and daughter
Gladys on Sunday. The W alt’s who
Returned Sunday evening reported a
heavy shower in that section Sunday
afternoon. The new road from Marshall’s creek to Peek’s Pond is not yet

THE DEATH ROLL
Susie, wife of George Y. Boyer, of
Mont Clare, died suddenly of a heart
attack at her home on Monday morn
ing. She was aged 57 years.
Be
sides the husband,- two daughters,
Anna M., wife of Henry Hallman, at
hpme, and Pearl, wife of James
Schnovel, of Audubon, survive. The
funeral will take place on Thursday.
All services will be conducted in the
United
Brethren church at 2.30
o’clock.. Interment will be in Lower
Hill Cemetery, E ast Vincent Town
ship., Funeral director, J . L. Bechtel.
Catharine Poley, wife of Samuel
Poley of Trappe, died on , Monday,
aged 83 years. The husband and the
following children survive: Mrs. John
Weikel, Mrs. Oliver Bechtel, Mrs.
Joseph Walters, and Warren and
Wesley Poley, all of Trappe. Funeral
on Saturday a t 2 p. m., d. s. t., with
all services in the Evangelical church,
Trappe. Interment in the Evangeli
cal cemetery. Funeral director, Char
les J . Franks. Friends may call F ri
day evening between 7 and 9.
Fred Pischer, of Linfield, died . July
29, aged 48 years. He is survived by
his wife. Funeral was held on Tues
day at 2 p. m., with all services at
the house. Interment in St. Jam es’
cemetery, Limerick. Funeral direc
tor, Charles J . Franks.
Funeral services were held Friday
afternoon fo r William, fourteenmonth-old son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Decerio, of Skip pack, who died last
Tuesday. Pneumonia caused death.
LIONS CLUB W ILL TA K E BOYS
TO SH IB E PARK AUGUST 16
The big day for the boys is com
ing— the Boys Day trip to Shrbe
Park. The date is Tuesday afternoon,
August 16. This.event is sponsored
annually by the Collegeville Lions
Club. All boys in Collegeville and
surrounding community between the
ages of 9 and 14 are eligible for the
trip. All boys over the age of 12
years must pay a federal tax of 10
cents.
Everything else including
transportation and admission to the
ball park is free. The motor caravan
will assemble in front of Magistrate
Clarence Scheuren’s office a t 1.15
o’clock. The caravan will start at
1.30. All boys who wish to take the
trip and all those wishing to furnish
an auto to make possible the free
transportation for the boys will please
register at the office of Squire Scheuren—soon! Lion Harry W. Mathieu
is chairman of the committee in
charge of the Boys Day trip. Connie
Mack’s Athletics will play the Cleve
land Indians on this date.
APPEN DICITIS OPERATION
William Meyers, of Collegeville,
assistant to J . L. Bech'tel, local fun
eral director, was taken suddenly ill
with appendicitis on Tuesday.
He
waS removed to Montgomery hospital,
Norristown, Wednesday morning and
the removal of his appendix was ef
fected a t 3 o'clock the same afternoon.
SE E K S D ETECTIV E LICEN SE
Harry B. Hildebidle, of Rahns,
wants to be a detective, and open an
agency. A petition was filed with the
court by Attorney Ralph F . Wismer,
in which the court is asked to issue
Hildebidle a license.
The petition of Hildebidle is signed
by more than fifty well known resi
dents of the vicinity, who all acclaim
the petitioner as a man of honesty
and integrity and well fitted for the
post of detective.
Judge Knight, who received the
petition, fixed August 12 as the time
for a hearing on the petition.
ALMOST STRUCK PATROLMAN
Sunday night highway patrolman
Claude Elicker narrowly avoided a
smash-up. He was returning to Col
legeville on his motorcycle from pa
trol duty. Ju s t as he reached the
summit of the long Skippack hill, a
car coming in the opposite direction
swung out of the line of traffic to pass
the car ahead on the crest of the hill,
directly in front of Elicker. The of
ficer swerved his motorcycle over into
the trolley tracks to avoid a collision.
The driver in an effort to avoid hit
ting the officer cut back again, so
sharply that he crashed into the car
ahead of him. The driver making the
illegal pass was Zeth Brumm of Phila
delphia. He was arrested by the pa
trolman on a charge of reckless driv
ing.
AUTO SKIDDED INTO POLE
Driving her car during the heavy
downpour in last Wednesday’s storm,
Mrs. Alice Keyser, of Lower Provi
dence was injured when the vehicle
skidded and crashed into a pole at
Main and Franklin streets, Norris
town. She suffered lacerations and
bruises. Her condition was not ser
ious.
FAM ILY TROU BLE SETTLED
Harry Smith, 54, of Collegeville,
who was arrested on a charge of dis
orderly conduct, preferred by his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Smith, was released from
prison by Magistrate Rasmussen when
the case was settled. State Highway
Patrolman C. M. Ross, of Collegeville,
arrested the man while he is alleged
to have been creating a disturbance
at his home last week. The Smith’s,
who only recently moved to College
ville, reside in Linwood Yost’s tenant
house, near Second avenue.

JA IL E D FOR TEN DAYS
Joseph Ferraro, 25, Reading, and
Francis Cese, 24, of Reading, , who
were adjudged guilty of violating the
completed.
motor vehicle code, were committed
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Schonberger to the county prison for 10 days by
and children took a trip to- the Walk- M agistrate Rasmussen o f Collegeville.
, er-Gordon dairy farm in New Jersey
H. H. Miller, of Eagleville, under
°n Sunday.
”6,000 Odd Fellows are expected to went an operation a t the University
?i^nd the annual I. 0 . O. F . picnic at of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadel
Willow Grove Park, this Saturday. phia. His condition is favorable.

43 MOTORISTS CAUGHT IN

ANNUAL SUMMER A SSEM BLY

COLLEGEVILLE SP E E D TRAP

A T URSIN US TH IS W EEK

Forty-three motorists were caught
in a speed trap conducted on Main
street, Collegeville, 'in front of Ursi
nus College on Friday morning and
afternoon. The highway patrolmen
from the Collegeville barracks in
charge of Sergeant Weinert conduct
ed the trap. The new telephone sys
tem for clocking speeds, adopted all
over the sta te by the highway patrol,
was used. The trap was laid pver a
distance of 220 yards. A number of
truck drivers were included in the list
of arrests. All pleasure -car drivers
arrested were doing 35 miles per
hour or faster. Truck drivers were
held to a slightly lower speed.
A
number of drivers arrested were
clocked a t 50 miles per hour.
The 43 speed limit violators were
summoned to appear before the two
local Magistrates, Clarence Scheuren
and Arthur Rasmussen. They were
fined $10.00 and $2.25 costs. All "the
victims were informed that the trap
would be in operation at regular in
tervals.
I The speed trap was conducted after
a special request was made to the
highway patrol officials by the boro
ugh council of Collegeville.
There
has been a great amount of complaint
recently, regarding speeding through
the borough. As a result, a 20-mile
speed ordinance was "first enacted by
town council. Main street was then
duly placarded to this effect and the
highway patrol were asked to enforce
the ordinance. .
Skiippack Hill Trap Nets 30
Highway patrolmen from., the Col
legeville barracks conducted a speed
trap at the foot of the mile long Skippack hill for several hours on Satur
day evening. Thirty speed limit vio
lators were arrested and summoned
for- hearings. All of the arrested
speedsters were doing 45 miles per
hour o? better.

The 25th annual Collegeville Sum
mer Assembly opened Monday even
ing at Ursinus College.
Dr. Jam es I. Vance, author and
preacher, of Nashville, Tenn., preach
ed the first sermon. The closing ser
mon will be given Sunday morning,
August 7, by Dr. W alter L. Lingle,
president o f Davidson College, David
son, N. C.
The Pennsylvania 1Goundl
of
Churches, co-operating with the As
sembly, will Conduct daily lectures
and discussions on the five-point pro
gram - of the Council, covering such
topics as international
relations,
church comity, the economic crisis,
religious education and evangelism.
Many guests are1attending the as
sembly from various parts of the mid
dle Atlantic region and representing
various church bodies. The assem
bly is interdenominational.
In
opening the assembly, Dr.
George L. Omwake, the chairman, re
ferred to the opportunity of empha
sizing spiritual values a t this time
when men are losing faith in tem
poral values. The times call for a
great spiritual ministry on the part
of the Church. The assembly is con
ducted •to qualify leaders in church
work for this ministry.
“Is Religion Worth W hile?” was
the subject of the- opening address by
Dr. Vance. “This,” he said, “is the
question of the hpur.” It is being
asked by boys and skirls in our. high
schools, by students in college and; by
the man in the street. Not denominationalism, not sectarianism, but real
religion is the center of interest.
“Religion is concerned about the
truth. It provokes investigation, in
cites study and makes for progress.
It seeks the truth about the soul,
about God and about eternity.”
A t this point he told of a professor
in a theological seminary under whom
the speaker had studied as a young
man, whose boast was that he had not
changed his ideas about religion one
iota for 40 years, and added: “For
that man religion had done nothing,
even though he was a teacher in a
theological seminary. Religion must
save. Therefore it must work change
and make a new creature.

MAN COMMITTED SUICIDE
ACT IN SKIPPACK CREEK
The body of George Morgan, thirtyfive-year-old handy man on Ratner’s
Farm, Ridge Pike, near vCollegeville,
was found in the Skippack'creek. The
man, according to R. Ronald Dettra,
Montgomery county coroner, had ap
parently committed suicide, for which
a certificate was issued.
Morgan, who was originally from
Ireland, was last seen on Tuesday
night when he took dinner with some
friends. He had been dead for two
days when his body was discovered by
two girls on Thursday.
The girls,
boarding a t the Ratner farm, were
walking along the bank of the creek.
The man, who is not known to have
any relatives in this "country, had
been employed as a general workman
at Ratner’s Farm for the past five
years.
Morgan was fully clothed and a
razor was found in his pocket, i He is
said to have been melancholy for
some time previous to his rash act.
The Skippack creek flows past the
Ratner property. Morgan’s body was
found only several hundred yards
from the Ratner farm house lying
face down in the water.
Funeral director J . L. Bechtel took
charge of the body. Interment' whs
made on Friday afternoon in the
Montgomery county cemetery.
GRATERFORD NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Theodord Silcott
spent the week-end in Bloomsburg.
Harold Kline and Sonny Garrett
attended the auto races at Dover, Del
aware, on Saturday.
The condition of Samuel Poley, who
is staying with his brother a t Lim
erick, remains about the same.
EVANSBURG NEWS
The Providence Square sewing cir
cle had a pleasant day at their annual
picnic a t Chalfont. There were about
50 present, including members and
their families.
Mr. Lewis Miller and daughter of
Berwin spent Sunday in Evanshurg
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J , Stroud Web
er. '
Mrs. Benjamin Forde, Mrs. J .
Stroud Weber, Jane Weber and Mary
Hutt spent Tuesday in Atlantic City.
The Costello family-have moved to
another residence near Evansburg.
The annual picnic of the Evansburg
Methodist Sunday school will be held
a t Zieber’s Park, Saturday, August 6.
The 20th annual reunion of the Undercoffler family will be held in the
grove of St. Jam es Episcopal church,
Saturday, August 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Kratz, Mrs.
Harley Cornelius and Mr. and Mrs.
Ott» of Philadelphia, spent a day as
the guests of Misses Mary and Ella
Kratz.
Raymond
Wilmarth, of Tuls^,
Oklahoma, is spending the remainder
of the summer a t the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Wil
marth, on Evansburg road.
Miss Mabel Lesher, of German
town pike, spent her vacation at
Mount Pocono.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward and family
have moved to Trooper. Their for
mer residence on Germantown pike
will be occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Ruekstool and family, of Norristown.
Eugene Claycomb, director' of the
Claycomb String Orchestra, accom
panied by Issae Keyser, Kenneth
Scatchard and Samuel Lesher attend
ed a musical convention in Cincinnati.
Misses Phyliss and Ellen Mae Vosburg, of Norwood, have returned
home after spending a week at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Flagg.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Silknitter and
family have vacated the service sta
tion on Ridge pike and moved to their
newly built bungalow on Cross Key
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mills, of
Eagleville, motored to Harrisburg,
Gettysburg and Chambersburg, for
the week-end.

SHALLCROSS LOW BIDDER
ON U. P. SCHOOL CONTRACT
H. C. Shallcross, Gratersford con
tractor, was awarded the general con
struction contract for the building of
Upper Providence township’s pew
six-room consolidated school building
in the upper section of the township.
The building will be located on a plot
recently purchased from William
Kratz, near the Bechtel’s school.
Construction work will start in the
near future. The building will be
completed this fall.
The contract was awarded to Shall
cross by a unanimous vote. The base
bid by the Gratersford man was $18,718. There were twenty other bid
ders for th e. contract. The highest
bid was $29,300. The next lowest bid
to Shallcross’ figure was $19,500 by
V. F . Hiltebeitel. As several of the
alternates have not definitely been de
cided on it is not known exactly what
the final contract price will be.
Marvin Foreman, of Reading, was
awarded the electrical contract on a
low base bid of $429.97.. The Amer
ican Heating and Ventilating Com
pany of Philadelphia received the
heating contract on a base bid 1of
$2682. W alter Fritz,* of Reading, re
ceived th e ' plumbing contract on a
base bid of $1295. Daniel, A. Evans
was awarded the septic tank contract
at $1120. J . D. Smith, of North
Coventry township, was given the
contract for the drilling of an arte
sian well with $1 per foot as the esti
mate.
The bids were read by Marshall W.
Hughes, of Reading, architect. The
board’s meeting room was crowded to
capacity by the many bidders. All of
the directors were present. They are
Herman D. Willaredt, president; W.
J . Epprecht, Clarence Thomas, H. H.
Detwiler and Frank Bauer.
ANDERSON-FRY WEDDING
On. the anniversary of her parents’
wedding day and wearing the same
gown and veil her mother wore at her
marriage' ceremony, Miss Helen L.
Fry, of 5131 North 50th street, Phila
delphia, became the bride of Claus L.
Anderson, of Philadelphia.
The ceremony was solemnized a t 6
o’clock Tuesday evening in the Christ
Reformed church, Norristown, where
the bride formerly resided.
Rev. C. T. Glessner, pastor, of
ficiated and the wedding march was
by John Thompson. Mrs. Mina Schoenhutt was heard in a group of so
prano solos.
The bride had as her only attend
ant, her sister, Mrs. J . L. Sears, who
acted as matron of honor, and the
best man was Dr. George Lorenz. The
ushers were J . J . Anderson and J . L.
Sears.
The bride’s wedding gown was of
bengaline silk and was trimmed ef
fectively with chantilly lace.
Her
veil was of lace and tulle and held
with orange blossoms. She carried a
prayer book, from which fell a shower
of lilies-of-the-valley.
An elaborate reception attended by
over 50 guests was held* after the
ceremony a t the home of the bride’s
grandmother, Mrs. Emily Lachman,
and uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Sautter, Collegeville. After the
reception the newlyweds left on a
wedding trip to Canada and upon
their return will reside a t 5131 North
15th street, Philadelphia.
Collegeville. After the reception the
newlyweds left on a wedding trip to
Canada and upon their return will re
side at 5131 North 15th street, Phila
delphia.
The bride has many friends in this
vicinity. She is a graduate of Ursi
nus College. She was a member of
the teaching staff of the Philadelphia
public schools.

PERKIOMEN LEAGUE BASEBALL
Standing of the Teams
W. L. P. C.
E v a n sb u rg ............... ___ 3
1
.750
1
Port Providence . . , . . . . 3
.750
2
.500
R oy ersfo rd ............... . . . . 2
2
Collegeville ............. . . . . 2
.500
2
Schwenkville ........... . . . . 2
.500
4
Trappe ...................... ___ 0
.000
Saturday’s Results
Port Providence, 7 ; Collegeville, 3.
Evansburg, 4; Trappe, 3.
Schwenksville, 11; Royersford, 3.
Next Saturday’s Games
Schwenksville a t Trappe
Collegeville a t Royersford
Port Providence at Evansburg
Collegeville lost a 7-3 decision to
Port Providence on the Commons field
on Saturday. Port Providence’s tri
umph kept the visitors in a deadlock
for first place w ith Evansburg, as
Royersford and Collegeville were
dropped from the previous four-cor
nered tie in the second half Perky
league race.
Dave Rittenhouse and P at Giannone both former Norristown high
pitching stars opposed each other on
the mound. The hurling honors should
have gone to Rittenhouse who was the
victim of ragged support by College
ville while Giannone’s Port Providence
club gave the latter good backing.
With the score standing 3-2 in favor
of Collegeville, Port Providence rallied
in the fourth frame and by taking ad
vantage of the Colonels fielding lap
ses Scored 3 runs which put the game
on the ice.
Ziegler was nipped by a "pitched
ball to start the inning. Braeelin then
laid down a perfect bunt. Poley dash
ed in for the roller but was late in his
(Continued on page 4)

ANNUAL FARM ERS’ OUTING
A T LAKE VIEW , ROYERSFORD
The two days outing of Montgom
ery County farmers opened a t Lake
View Park, Royersford, Tuesday af
ternoon with an attendance of about
2,000. The address of welcome was
made by Burgess D. W. Fox, of Roy
ersford. The address of the after
noon was delivered by Judge J . Am
bler Williams, who spoke of the in
crease of organized crime throughout
the country, of the murders com
mitted and many millions of dollars
stolen. The Judge emphasized the
importance of less sentimentality re
specting the punishment of criminals,
and a stronger public sentiment in
demanding the prompt
detection,
trial, and sentencing of criminals.
The audience extended a standing
vote of thanks in appreciation of the
Judge’s address.
The Royersford
band gave a number of very fine mu
sical selections. The evening pag
eant, “Washington in Agriculture” by
the 4-H clubs of Montgomery county
attracted a large attendance.
The
exhibits, of cattle were wholly credit
able.
The exhibitors of Holsteins were H.
D. Allebach, Trappe; William H. Lan
dis, E ast Greenville, and Henry A.
Schell, Port Providence.
The Guernsey exhibitors
were
Camp
Discharge Farm, Conshohocken; Gwynllan Farms, Gwynedd
Valley; A. J . Fell, Worcester; Isaiah
Cassel,
Harleysville;
Valleywood
Farm, Pennlyn; Thornvale Farm,
North Wales.
Among the Jersey exhibitors were
yf. C. F . Randolph, Royersford"; J .
H. Gennaria, Trappe; H. Hopwood,
Yerkes; J . H. French, Collegeville;
W. Leslie and Hugh Hamilton, Am
bler.
Among the 4-H Baby Beef Club
members who will exhibit Augus are
Robert Asthemer, Harry and Xenil
Felton, Ralph Fiss, of Royersford, R.
D.; Leonard Moyer, Gilbertsville, R.
D. 1; Ralph Simmons, Trappe; John
Simmons,
Ziegler sville;
Douglas
Stearly, Trappe; Leon Ziegler, Lim
erick.
The baby beeves attracted special
and appreciative attention because of
exceptionally fine conformations and
evidence of the careful feeding and
care by the boys having them in
charge.
F IR E D ESTRO YS TWO
VILLANOVA BUILDINGS
Fire destroyed two buildings at
Villanova College, on the Lincoln
highway, at Villanova, Tuesday af
ternoon.
The blaze broke out in the monastary building and quickly spread to
the chapel,
adjoining,
sweeping
through both structures, and threat
ened the main college hall.
Early
estimates place the loss a t close to
$500,000.
College attendants discovered fire
in the upper floors of the monastary
structure shortly after 11 o’clock. The
flames spread rapidly and calls were
sent to all nearby fire companies in
Lower Merion township.
The blaze soon got out of control
and within a half hour ten fire com
panies were on the scene. Five fire
men were treated for injuries.
YELLO W -JACKET STING FATAL
The sting of a yellow-jacket proved
fatal to Jacob E. Gauger, aged 49
years, a farmer of New Hanover
township, last Tuesday. The insect
stung him while he was mowing grass
in a field. Gauger went to the house
to secure some antiseptic. He col
lapsed a t his wife’s feet. A 1physi
cian was summoned but before the
doctor arrived Gauger was dead— less
than a half hour after he had been
stung.
I t was the third time Gauger had
been stung by a yellow jacket. Last
year and the summer previous he had
been made seriously ill by stings. Dr.
Charles B. Dotterer, who was cajled
to the Gauger home, expressed the
belief that the poison from the insect
had penetrated Gauger’s entire blood
stream and caused immediate paraly
sis. He explained that some persons
are highly susceptible to the poison
from a yellow jacket’s sting.

I

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
B T JA Y HOWABB

\

The family reunion season is still
going strong.
What is going to happen to the
trolley tracks in Collegeville after the
trolley line gives up the ghost?
The Perky league this year is like
the American league—a two team
circuit.
And maybe our friend Paul Stoudt
isn’t a proud “papa” ! And he has a
right to be!
The Kaiser Bill, if he ever gets back
into the German saddle, may find the
old gray mare isn’t what she used to
be.
The state highway patrol were ask
ed by the borough fathers to help
curb the excessive speeding thru Col
legeville. Most of the speeding of
course is (presumably) done by “out
siders” whizzing thru on their way
from Philadelphia to Reading or vice
versa. We hope the local motorists
don’t embarass the officers by getting
caught in their own speed trap. The
patrolmen are there to do their duty.
As Amos ’nd Andy would say, “And
let that be a lesson to you!”
What! no pickpockets at the Farm 
er’s Picnic? With the farmers com
plaining everywhere about the de
pression it would have looked suspic
ious on the hired man’s part i f he
complained about losing too fa t a
“roll.”
We don’t know how the Philadelphia
voters will react ,to the scandalous
Sellers tragedy and the odious AineyMitten g raft charges; but .w e do
know that Govenor Pinchot (who may
have his faults) a t least is not linked
up with anything like the Vare or
ganization that throttles Philadelphia.
Take your children for a ride on the
local trolley line before it passes into
history. ■ It will be something for
thpm to tell their grandchildren about
75 years from now. Think of the
momentous changes the older genera
tion alive today have witnessed. They
have seen the advent of the railroad,
the electric trolley, the electric light,
the radio, the telephone, the airplane,
the automobile, the moving picture,
the threshing machine, the binder,
the tractor and many other epochmaking inventions. In their days
they have seen the trolley car come
into the picture and pass out again.
They have seen the railroad rise to
super heights and now see it slowly
receeding before the advance of the
auto and auto truck. They have seen
the steam engine in all its glory bein superseded by the electric mo
tor and gasoline engine.
What
changes will the next generation wit
ness?
We wonder if the Japanese beetles
are as numerous and destructive in
their native Japan as they are in this
neck o’ the woods? I f they are, we
wonder how the Japs combat them?
By way of squaring things, we think
the United States Government should
round up a ship load of oats midgets
and blackberry ticks and send them
over to Japan.
These two native
Anlerican insects finding themselves
alone together in a strange land
might cross breed and form a new
species of insect equal to the occa
sion of obtaining revenge for the in
troduction of thp Jap beetle into
America.
Not that we think we are so good;
but we do see about us every day how
utterly unfit and incompetent some
parents are to raise children. Thom
as Jefferson wrote into the preamble
of the constitution that all men were
born and created equal. Yes, they
are not. We know, quite a few dogs
who are raised under much better
conditions than some children. Some
of the people who lavish so much care
on pet dogs ought to have children
and some people who have children
ought only to have dogs.

1
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In speaking before the convention
of Police Chiefs of Pennsylvania at
Reading last week, Chief Barclay
Scheetz, of Pottstown, president of the
association, told" his fellow police of
ficers : “It. is imperative that a stand
ard system or definition for pronounc
ing a motorist drunk should be laid
down by the courts.”
In these days of applied prohibi
tion and the high powered motor car
it is a difficult task to draw the line
between ‘sober’ and ‘drunk.’
We
have seen some "persons who imagin
ed they were drunk after smelling at
an empty bottle. Usually this is the
type person who gets “wild” and feels
very proud of the, excitement raised.
Then there is the opposite type who
can soak up a barrel full of liquor and
still think themselves sober. And of
ten this type can keep a fairly clear
head and see straight in spite of wob
bly knees. In the old days a man
wasn’t drunk as long as he could walk
from th$ barroom without help, untie
his horse and crawl into his wagon.
But in these days of high powered,
free-wheeling automobiles, where is
an officer to draw the line? Times
have changed.
Robert Foltz, Hagerstown, Md., for
some time had been finding dead birds
in the lilly pond a t the rear of his
residence. He decided to investigate.
He saw a hugh pet frog jump on an
English sparrow that was drinking at
the water’s edge. The frog carried
the bird beneath the surface and
drowned it.
Take away the newpapers—and this
country of ours would become a scene
of chaos. The public must have daily
assurance as to the exaeti facts of
world, national, state and local news.
And they want these facts recorded in
black and white. When something is
(Continued on page 4)

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Members of Keystone Grange, the
Girls 4-H Club and Boys 4-H Club of
this borough formed a large part of
the cast in the pageant, “Washington
in Agriculture,” which was presented
Tuesday evening at the annual Farm 
ers Picnic at. Lakeview Park, Royers
ford. Among the participants were:
Mrs. Harold T. Allebach, as an assist
ing director, Mr. S. Walter Stearly as
Washington, Miss Nellie 'Favinger
representing Soil Conservation, Miss
Gladys Allebach the Farm Account
ant, Mrs. Earl W. Brunner represent-,
ing Engineering, Mrs. John Hahn, as
Horticulture and Miss Bertha Gen
naria as Stockman. Among the Girls
4-H Club members who served as
Streamer Bearers were:
Kathryn
Allebach,
Alice Allebach, Evelyn
Bechtel, Erma Hunsberger.
The local Boys 4-H Club was repre
sented by Douglas Stearly and John'
Simmons ip the Farm Group and Earl
W. Brunner, J r ., as a F lag Bearer.
The pageant was written by W. R.
Gordon, of Pennsylvania State Colr
lege.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wood and fam
ily entertained these guests on Sun
day: Mr. and Mrs, Charles Boyer of
Normandy Farms, Center Square, and
Mrs. Della Bowman also o f Center
•Square and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Schaeffer and family of Pennlyn.
Miss Dorothy Wismer wds, the
guest of Miss Kathryn Crist of
Yerkes on Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Bechtel and
granddaughter Elizabeth Grimley of
Oaks were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Tyson and family on Saturday.
Mrs. Caroline Reigle who is residing
with her son-in-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hillier is recov
ering from a stroke of apoplexy which
she suffered last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Adam M. Hiltebeitel
motored to Princeton, New Jersey
this week where Mr. Hiltebeitel will
be an instructor in mathematics at a
private summer school during the
month of August.
Miss Pauline Walters, Miss Char
lotte Witmer and Miss Theresa Key
ser are spending two weeks at" camp
Mensch Mills near Alburtis. .
Miss Ruth Detwiler' was the week
end guest of Miss Caroline Bold of
Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. E. LeRoy Detwiler and daughter Marion
and Mrs. Mary Weikel were dinner
guests at the home of Miss Bold on
Sunday.
Mrs. -Mary Hendricks of Skippack
and H. K. Andes of Creamery were
Sunday guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace T. Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shaner and son
entertained Mrs. J . W. Shadd and
family and Miss Emma Shadd of
Mahanoy City on Sunday. Mrs. Lewis
Sherrick and son Lewis of Norris
town were their guests several days
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger and
family, Mrs. Kathryn Detwiler and
daughter Margaret and Mr. and Mrs.
Chester C. Bush were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beaver at Camp
Oaks near Finland on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy T. Miller and
family o f Phoenixville were week-end
guests at the home of William T.
Miller and family.
Mr. and Mrs, Herman W. Mathieu
and family of Wilmington, Delaware,
were guests at the home of Mrs. Melvina Mathieu last week. Miss Verda
Keyser of Collegeville was also her
guest on Sunday.
Miss Caroline Miller spent Thurs
day in New York City, making the
trip from Camden to Newark, New
Jersey by airplane, as the guest of
Dr. Russell Borneman of Pottstown.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bean visited
Mrs. Bean’s father Mr. John Maute of
Pennsburg on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gottshall and
family of Royersford spent Sunday
with Mrs. Samuel Gottshall and
family.
Mrs. B. F . Brownback and daugh
ter Pauline spent a day as the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Latshaw and
family of Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wismer, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E, Wismer and
family, Miss Sue F ry and Ralph F.
Wismer attended the wedding of Miss
F ty ’s niece, Miss Helen Fry, who was
married to Claude L. Anderson of
Philadelphia in Christ
Reformed
church, Norristown on Tuesday even
ing at 6 o’clock.
Miss Cecyl Walters and Miss Vir
ginia Kline enjoyed a motor trip to
South Jersey where they spent sev
eral days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson and
granddaughter Helen Tyson motored
to SellersvilFe on Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Bechtel and family
of Mingo where they visited Mr. and
Mrs. John Landis.
Miss Grace Allebach spent a day in
Reading as the guest of her brotherin-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
M. Detwiler and family.
Miss Marie Miller is enjoying a
weeks vacation at Atlantic City in
company with Miss Edna Eagle of
Stowe.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wismer and
daughter Verna were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Moyer of Nor
ristown on Sunday.
Mrs. William U. Helffrich of Bath
was a visitor at the home 6f her
brother, Daniel W. Shuler last week,
when she was a delegate at the Wo
men’s Missionary Society of the Re
formed Church which met at Ursinus
College; Collegeville.
Mr. and ,Mrs. C. S. Wiggans enter
tained Mrs, Myrtle Wiggans, George
Wiggans and Miss Ruth Gorrecht of
Lancaster on Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Hackett and daugh
ter Joan of Bermuda, Mr., and Mrs.
Oliver Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Clif
ford C. Werst and family of Bethle
hem "were the week-end guests of
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur G. Ohl and
family.
The local Girls 4-H Club will hold
their weekly meeting at Keystone
Grange hall on Tuesday afternoon,
August 9.

A cow in the herd of A. D. Thayer,
of Gwynedd Valley, has ju st finished
a new official record for production
which entitles her to entry in the Ad
vanced •Register of the American
Guernsey Cattle Club. This ariimal is.
five years old Heweshurst Rose Marie
248799 with a production of 11170.6
pounds o f milk and 592.2 pounds of
fa t in class AA.
Fire caused by a bolt of lightning
smouldered in the roof of the F irst
Baptist church, Pottstown, for 12
hours before bursting into flame last
week. Prompt work by Pottstown
firemen saved the large structure. A
loss of about $1500 resulted from the
blaze.
J . H. Burkhart, Bethlehem peanut
vender, lost a wallet last week con
taining $1200. Ray Gold, 17 years,
found the purse on the street and for
his honesty in returning it was given
$150 as a reward.
Some time last Sunday night seven
of the ten envelope offering cases in
the Reformed church at Old Zionsville were broken bpen and the con
tents stolen. Considerable damage
was done to the cases. The amount
of money taken is not definitely
known.
A fter a long battle in the Orphans
Court, with an infant child the sub
je c t of the legal entanglement, Judge
Holland handed down a decree in
which he directs that Thomas Joseph
Coyle is to remain with the grand
mother, Annie E. Lynch, who adopted
the child. Judge Holland, in his de
cree, rules against the father of the
child, John C. Coyle, who endeavored
to have a previous order of the court,
granting the adoption of the child hy
the grandmother vacated.
Fire leveled a barn ‘on the property
of Martin Schaeffer^ near Sellersvfile,
early Monday morning, causing dam
age estimated at hbout $5000. Origin
of blaze undetermined but thought to
be spontaneous combustion.
The consistory of the Pennsburg
Reformed Church has voted to pur
chase a new pipe organ. The instru-ment will be installed and ready for
use by September 1.

(Continued on page 4)

BUCKS FARM ERS MAY
ORGANIZE M ILK PLANT
Over 200 dairy farmers from every
section of Bucks and Montgomery
counties, incensed over what they
claim is a starvation-price paid them
for milk produced on Bucks county
farms, met in a protest meeting in the
Dublin fire house last week.
It was a red hot session* from 8.15
until midnight, featured by the or
ganization of another unit of the
Pennsylvania Farm ers’ Protective As
sociation, known as the Hilltown
township branch.
Monday night the farmers in Mont
gomery county organized a t a simi
l a r meeting held in Kulpsville.
As a result of the discussion at the
Bucks county meeting and the ex
posure of conditions of the milk mar
ket in general, a resolution was pre
sented and carried by an overwhelm
ing majority, favoring the erection of
a central milk plant in Bucks county
that will handle the farm ers’ milk
direct, either to the consumer' or to
the middle man at a price that will al
low dairy farmers of the county to
remain in business.
FATALLY GORED BY BULL
Despite heroic efforts of surgery
and finally a blood transfusion, Paul
Spicher, 23, died Monday night in the
Homeopathic Hospital, Pottstown, of
injuries sustained July 22 when he
was gored by a bull on the farm of
George M. Krepps, of near Kenil
worth.
Spicher, who was employed on the
Krepps farm was attempting to tie
the bull in the stable on the after
noon of July 22. Before he succeed
ed the infuriated animal charged him
and before he could summon aid to
the stall, he was'gored.*, One of the
animal’s horns penetrated hjs leg and
caused an injury so serious that
death resulted.
FREA K LIGHTNING K IL LS COW
A freak bolt of lightning, at 2
o’clock last Thursday morning, struck
the barn of William Cope, near Silverdale, and killed a valuable cow. It
was not until next morning when
Mr. Cope entered his barn to milk
that he discovered the cow in the cen
ter stall was dead. Investigation re
vealed that lightning had entered the
comer of the barn with little damage,
traveled down the center, past several
cows and jstruck the animal in the
center stall. Cows on each side of
the dead animal were not injured,
SP A R E FAM ILY REUNION
Members of the Spare family, who
are
numerous throughout central
Montgomery County, will have their
annual reunion Saturday,. August 6,
at Lower Providence Presbyterian
Church, near Eagleville. Dinner and
supper will be served, and there will
be a program of sports and amuse
ments. Howard Y . Spare, of Norris
town, is president of the family asso
ciation, and Mrs. Frank F. Hunsber
ger, of Trappe, is secretary.
The
Spares have been holding reunions
since 1902, when their first meeting
took place at the home of Hiram
Spare, in Mont Clare. The Spares last
year published (their family^ history; in
book form, giving much interesting
information about the four branches
of the family.
BECH TEL FAM ILY REUNION
The 22nd annual reunion of the
Bechtel Families Association will be
held at the Hereford Mennohite
Church, Bally, Berks Co., Pa., on Aug
ust 13, 1932. The business session
will open at 11 a. m., d. s. t., the a f
ternoon session at 2.00. Dinner will
be served by the Ladies Aid Society
of the Hereford Church for 50c per
plate.
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PUBLIC U T IL IT IE S UNDER F IR E .
Governor Pinchot in his vigorous and fearless warfare against
the greed, injustice and dishonesty of a certain proportion of the
public utility corporations of the State— having derived their right
to exist from the State—is receiving much additional support from
the general public, because of the serious charges he has caused to
be preferred against the chairman of the public service commission.
Ultimately the people of Pennsylvania will come to know and
perhaps appreciate :
1. That Governor Pinchot has not been an enemy of just and
adequate State controlled public utilities. Positively not.
2. That the financially interested and controlling representa
tives of utility corporations have been and are in conspiracy to
destroy Governor Pinchot’s political power by despicable methods—
including false charges, glaring misrepresentations, and malevolent
diatribes. The favorite cry of alarm sounded in the ears of many
thousands of stockholders and employees of the utility corporations
was and is “Governor Pinchot will ruin the public utilities
corporations.”
An absolutely false assumption.
The real issue existing
between Governor Pinchot and the utilities corporations has been,
and continues so to be, adequate public service yielding a fair
return upon unwatered securities, vs. the avarice of greedy capir
talism. Once the people, who are sincerely interested in the
integrity of the people’s government, realize the real issue be
tween the Governor and his enemies they will demand and get
just what the Governor has been demanding for them, or they will
take over, and own the now existing public utilities corporations—
a desideratum open to valid objections. State owned and financed
public utilities, would be likely to invite even more political cor
ruption (in Pennsylvania, at least) than is now evidenced—
all at the expense of consumers and patrons.
No, Governor
Pinchot has no intention either to cripple or ruin corporately
owned public utilities. His insistent purpose i s : Rightful and
adequate control. If the State does not now have, it should be
invested with, sufficient power to adequately and rightfully control,
thus avoiding State ownership— avoidance ultimately depending
upon the effectual application of State power. The concrete issue
to be determined by and by in Pennsylvania is : Shall the people’s
government efficiently and honestly govern, or shall the existing
Republican State Organization continue to pervert the people’s
right to equal justice. And that’s an issue that challenges the
thought and action of «l11 actually good citizens.
*

*

*

*
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Editor Irvm Hey wood, editor of the Conshohocken Recorder}
observes: “If the State cannot regulate an industry it cannot
operate it efficiently.”
Very true.
Therefore, and logically:
Pennsylvania, up to date, has been incapable of efficient regulative
control. That being so, it would appear that the State first make
gooff as to control before attempting operation.
-----------------0 ---------------leg al

t e c h n ic a l it ie s

r id d l e d

b y ju d g e

W ILLIAM S.
Jacob C. Lehman murdered Ralph Spanish in Conshocken on
October n , 1931.
The case was tried in court before President
Judge Williams. The jury found Lehman guilty of murder in the
first degree. Legal technicalities (justice blinders) were employed
by counsel for the defense in an appeal for a new trial, which was
refused by Judge Williams. And then counsel for the convicted
murderer appealed to the Supreme Court. Judge Williams in re
viewing the appeal noted j in part :
Fortunately, evasive and weariness stalling through
xo long days of trial did not succeed in pulling the wool
over the eyes of the 12 jurors of exceptional worth. In
stead they fouffd the defendant guilty of murder in the
first degree, as he was, and fixed, fittingly, his punishment
' at death, as he deserved. For their intelligence and cour
age 4n so doing, the jurors are entitled to the praise of
every decent inhabitant of the county. No less plaudits
are due the special prosecutor for his tireless efforts to
bring the wolf to justice. After more than a decade of
indifferent and incompetent prosecuting, what a relief to
see a case prepared by a lawyer and tried by a man. Now
counsel for the defendant have filed without differentiat
ing as to application, 46 reasons why their case should be
permitted to escape. * * * * the righteous verdict of an
outraged citizenry. Notwithstanding the seeming numericgame of legal intricacy, after all the case is simple
and deyoid of-legal complication or difficulty. Murder of
the kind here perpetrated ought not to be welcomed with
official apathy in a judicial division hitherto free from
dominion by crooked outlaws and, most assuredly, the
president judge of this district intends to combat with
every obtainable resource the brazen efforts of underworld
denizens and their hired minions to trample law beneath
barbaric feet and to gain mastery over right living people
of the district.”
The* law-abiding citizens of Montgomery county— every one
of them:—have abundant reason to keenly appreciate the fact that
John Ambler Williams, president judge of Montgomery county, has
the intellectually trained judicial equipment to critically draw
a line of demarcation between adequately supported evi
dence and sheer legal technicalities (adroitly applied to strangle
justice.J^and, what is of equal vital importance, the unflinching
moral courage to say just what he thinks should be said in voicing
his opinions in behalf of unadulterated justice. Notably, during
the past year, he has distinctly displayed the qualifications of a
great trial Judge. No matter what other equipment a jurist may
possess, if he is wanting, as to sufficient genuine moral courage,
then— and to that extent— he is a misfit judge.
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which she had the time, taste and image. Their lives apparently are as ed with Bordeaux mixture/ consisting
money to entertain with judgment and routinized as the row of bungalows in
which they live, except for the fact of 8 pounds of good lime and 8
skill.
pounds of blue stone (copper sul
It was not surprising that a young that Eileen does not see it that way, phate) to 100 gallons of water ap
Shop Here for Econom y and Satisfaction
and
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does
not,
and
the
universe
woman in her position, good-looking
plied once a week or at least every
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in a brown, sleek-haired, slender and about the unit of four in that small ten days, with a good power sprayer.
house bn the small street is busy and
tect your home and
efficient sort of way, chic because she
The application should be thorough to
family.Yon can have
could afford to dress well, alert be happy and ,crammed with the petty
anxieties and joys of a humdrum ex insure complete coverage of the lea
one for less than a
cause she had leisure and money for
ves and if the disease appears the
istence.
dime a day!
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she considered anything so drastic as not for one instant would Emanie or oftener. The second brood of po
tato
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merging
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change places with Eileen,
marriage.
Nonuser—1
On the other hand there is even iesa appearing in rather large numbers.
Marriage, even into conditions which
Calcium arsenate or lead arsenate
bettered hers materially, was some doubt that Eileen could contemplate
Advertise in The Independent,.
anything so calamitous as having to should be in the sprays
thing at which to look askance. Her
change places with Emanie.
position was so right. So secure. So
free. Even a marriage that bettered
■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ a.
materially, was gravely liable to pitW riter Sees No “Punch”
falls.
in Rereading of Book
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LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
But it so happened that the oppor
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see
frequently
the statement by
tunity of marriage . which presented
| (Successor to F , W. SHALKOP) *
some one that he has read a certain
AND
Itself to Emanie was not one to better
book, usually fiction, two or three
her position in the worldly sense of
I
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times. It seems to us that anyone who
the word.
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can
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and
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anything
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Thomas Maugham’s earnings were
dt
4*
must have been a negligent reader
about the same as Emanie’s, and his
*
No effort spared to meet the $
the
first
time.
We
don’t
care
for
the
work in a large Middle West city
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS
% fullest expectations of those who ft
bony wreck of the turkey for days aft
would have made it impossible for
Every one of dependable Quality.
The
* engage my services.
$
er Thanksgiving to be picked over in
Emanie to continue hers in the East.
special prices featured are almost unbe
|
Harry S. Whitman, assistant. |
search
of
a
few
shreds
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have
Besides, Thomas, in that curiously
ft Bell Phone 320.
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lievable.
Come, see for yourself these
gentle way of his, was out-and-out missed; and what we haven’t missed
*
I
about what he wanted where Emanie’s in a story is like hearing an anecdote
marvelous Values in this tremendous sale.
**************************
a second time. Where’s the punch?
activities were concerned.
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and
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!_________
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Music,
our
hearts
may
call
for,
over
All well and good for women to go
and over again, but literature doesn’t
out into business and careers after
6% c ASCO
Best Grades
marriage. Thomas was the last per seem- to be that way, unless it is a
gem
of
word
coloring
like
Ruskip’s
or
son to have an attitude about it in
general, but he wasn’t going to make Carlyle’s or Maeterlinck’s, or a poem,
Six) delicious flavors. Easy and quick to make for summer meals.
any bones about his attitude in p ar which is another form of music—or
ticular. Let the future take care of
ought to be if it is a good poem,
tU H tC
Your Choice
9c Choice String Beans
itself. But for the first year or two
But why one should want to read
or three, at least, Thomas wanted
9c ASCO Sauer Kraut
“David Copperfield" five, six, a dozen
RAINEY-W OOD
Emanie in his home—after that—well,
times is to us incomprehensible; or
Grapefruit Juice
AND
I
time to talk about it.
“Tess of the D’Ubervilles;” or "Jane
9c Tender Lima Beans
Cans
Neither was Thomas the oife' to Eyre,” We grasped their pictures, their
bicker about the fact of children. He emotion, their' lessons the first time.
9c Cooked Red Beets
wanted them and he wanted them
True, if,'- after many years, we have
N O N E G E N U IN E W IT H O U T T R IO O E M .
8c Canned Fruits (small can)
while he and Emanie were still young
well-nigh forgotten a book, we may
enough to enjoy youth with their off refresh our memory by a rereading, but(
a good up - to - date
ASCO Finest Tender
spring. All in all, it looked as if
while our memory would be refreshed,
DRUG STORE
Thomas’ idea about the future, which
we fear we wouldn’t be. “The mill
he was apparently so willing to let
will never grind with the water that Is
should sell
take care of itself, was pretty well laid
We will appreciate the op=
past.”—F. H. Collier, in the St. Louis
Crushed, Golden Bantam, Shoepeg or Country Gentleman.
out
Globe-Democrat.
portunity to supply your
Life in a Middle West city, as the
ASCO Grape or
Bring
16-oz tumbler
heating needs.
wife of a young salesman for an au
Red Currant
Your
Gothic Influence
tomobile firm, was not th e , glamorous
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is
based
on
the
picture Emanie had drawn for herself
Your Choice
Pineapple Juice
No. 2 can
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use of the pointed arch in place of
on those occasions when she let her
ASCO
Finest
Tomatoes
med
can
the round arch and the use of but
mind reach into the future beyond her
We compound them just' as
tresses to balance the tendency of a
312p2C Cooked Sweet Potatoes big can
smug present. And that salesman one
your Doctor wants them com
heavy
vaulted
roof
to
push
the
walls
who had certain reactionary views
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pounded; that is the right way.
Sliced California Peaches
tall can p
outwards. Thus buildings were made
that were rather frightening.
for
higher,
with
many
vertical
lines
lead
Walbeck
Sweet
Gherkins
1
jar
In the abstract It could scarcely be
Stop in and give us a call
ing the eye upward. Between but
said that the opportunity to marry
I2j4c Rubyettes
jar
and make yourself at home.
tresses
great
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were
left
ip
the
Thomas Maugham was the rosy one
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Safety Matches
(pkg of 12 boxes)
walls, which came to be filled with
*
*
that should have attracted her re
Telephone your wants and
magnifieept staiped glass. Decorative
sponse, except for one great factor.
3j we will take care of them.
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carviog
and
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were
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Emanie was in love with Thoma's.
Bell Phone=”CoIlegeviIle 150 r 2
He was the sort of man she could vis used iuside and out. Wherever these
elements appear in a modern building
ualize with thrill, as the husband of
1 PlINERAL DIRECTOR T1
her household, the father of her chil it is safe to suspect that the architect
1*
*
has gone back to Gothic for inspira
I
dren, the dear close confident of ev
Collegeville,
P
a
.
ft
ery aspect of her life. He had qual tion.
WINKLER-DREGS II*
ities that in a man were precious to
12 Ncewapackale Stringless Beans 2 cans 19c
$
The Brown Creeper
her. Vigor, gentleness, intelligence,
Fifth Ave. &. Reading Pike, ft
Modern Funeral Home for
ASCO
Whole
« „ , Y ac
3 cans or iQr
The brown creeper is a methodical
and a charming laissez fairp. This
ft
pkgs
or Ground
0
I
Patrons
bird and one which covers the field of
last, she told herself, his easy-going
ft
its endeavors with great detail. This
ft
lie ASCO Sliced Bacon
2 -lb pkgs 19c
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
capacity to let tomorrow take care of
ft
bird, somewhat smaller than the Eng
ik
Phone: 30
3:
itself, was what was going to stand
ft
*
*
in his way of an ultimate big mate lish sparrow, is brown and gray on
4 rolls 19c
7c American Toilet Paper
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
the back and upper parts, making it
rial success in life. But just the
bot 19c
25c O’Cedar W ax Creaift Polish
largely color protected when working
same, it kept him sweet and unshrewd
3 pkgs 19c
Brillo or Steel-Wool
i i i i i i i i i i i |
|
and gentle in the way that was so ap a tree. It is an energetic feeder upon
larvae and usually starts at the base
B
pealing to her.
3 cans 19c
8c
Old
Dutch
Cleanser
of a tree and, spiraling around it,
For three months Emanie dallied
works its way up to the top, feeding
with the idea of marrying Thomas,
On W arm Days . . Serve Iced Coffee
upon all the larvae it can find en route.
torn between the conflicting elements
of what was undoubted 'attraction; her
Confidence and Success
practical knowledge of his shortcom
Confidence of success is almost suc
ings; her dread of the monotony of
■
cess.—Moir.
what a routine life would mean; and

LOVE OR A
CAREER?

E
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ROAD DOLLARS FOR LABOR.
The bulk of the money to build roads is spent for labor, either
1 the job or in the preparation for materials. More of the road
)llar goes to labor when comparatively inexpensive roads are built
lan in the case of $40,000 a mile super-highways. The secondary
■farm-to-market road is thus the best means of providing employent— and at the same time it is the road we most need. RuraH
eas have, largely, been left outside of the good roads movement
t the past. Thousands of farms and villages are situated within
short distance of fine modern highways-—with no means of reachig them during bad weather. When all-weather, bituminous surced roads can be secured at from $3,000 to $6,000 a mile, road
uilding might be called insurance for social and economic progress
1 the future. It results in better business, stimulated agriculture,
fuller life for millions of people. And at this time, with material
rices at the lowest levels in many years, and with a vast army of
ten in need of work, it produces better fruit than at any other time
'ithin living memory.

22x44 in.

25c

**************************
**************************

in.

All Steel

W arner’s

**************************

Big 19c Sale

Over Thirty-Five Bargains

Desserts 4 19

GOAL

**************************

WINKLER DRUGS

Gelatine i^ C S S eriS ******

ii Anything

OPPERS

3

Everything

19c

Sugar Corn

ca”s 19c

Jelly

19c

2

Prescriptions

W. H. Gristock's Sons

19c

Vinegar
2 & 19c

Shrimp
2 T“ 19c

**************************

lb 23c
lb 19 c
t 27c

ASCO COFFEE
Victor COFFEE
Acme COFFEE

For Dawest Post

*Snow Child” Goes North

25c Acme Pure Honey
Acme Orange Marmalade
ASCO Baking Powder
23c Vermont Maid Syrup
ASCO Dutch Cocoa
23c W elch’s Grape Juice

pt jar
jar
lb can
glass jug
lb can
pt bot

Your Choice

19c
49c

Buckeye Malt

M

m

u v

Ken - L-Ration

MV*

W ilson M. Mills, Detroit financial
authority and banker is believed to
be slated to head the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, from which
Charles M. Dawes recently resigned.

__________

M rs Edward Stafford (P e a ry ),
daughter of Admiral Peary, the fa
mous “snow baby” born in the Arctic
circle, is now returning to within 14
degrees o f the pole to unveil a stone
shaft erected there to her noted
father

S

V ig o ro

Complete plant food for lawns, gardens,
flowers, shrubs and trees.

Garden Tools

Shovels, rakes, hoes, and cultivators.

S eed s

Assortments ()f flower and garden seeds
in packages also garden seeds in bulk.

NICOTINE
PYR0X

Insecticide and Fungicide
external chewing insects
plant diseases.

SPRAY
EQUIPM ENT

Large and small
dusters.

each

big
can
Regular 57c. Duo-Malted Vacuum Packed. Choice of light or
dark, hop-flavored or combination pkg of malt and hops.

29c Princess Floor Mops
Fels Naptha or Sweetheart Soap
Ivory Soap (It Floats)

GARDEN SUPPLIES

each 19c
4 cakes 19c
4 med cakes 19c
can

The ideal dog food.

Fresh PR O D U C E for Your Table

10c
/

The efficient operation o f our Producer to Consumer Plan o f
M erchandising makes stick bargains possible.
THESE PRICfiS EFFECTIVE
IN OCR COLLEGEVILLE STORE

spray

for Aphis,
and many

pumps and

Plumbing— Heating— Oil Burners— Water Systems
and Hardware

GEO.

F. C L A M E R

340=342=344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
in calculating the debt of the municipality. posed by law upon cities, boroughs or
W A R CHILDREN SEEK
For the purpose of paying any part of the townships of corresponding classification,
P t h e c o n s t it u t io n
s u b m it for the purpose of carrying out any lawful
cost
of
acquiring
suchtransportation
fa
jp n TO THE CITIZEN S OP TH E COM
FOR KIN IN FRANCE H R. R U S SE L L B . HUiNSBERGER
cilities, the city of Pittsburgh may incur power of said divisions.
MONWEALTH FO R APPROVAL OR R E III. The power to acquire, own, con
indebtedness, to the extent of two and
I S B l BY t h e g e n e r a l a s s e m DENTIST
one-half per cent of the assessed value of struct, maintain, operate or contract for
i i V OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF
No. C-6
the taxable property therein, In addition all kinds of public property, works, im
CO LLEG EV ILLE, Pa. X -R a y Exam ina
IwNNSYLVANIA, AND P U BLISH ED
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
provements, utilities or services,; which
to
all
indebtedness
authorized
for
other
or
Thousands,
Ignorant
of
Their
tions. Gas Administered. Office Hours:
b T ORDER OF TH E SEC RETA RY OF Proposing an amendment to section seven, general purposes, but only with the con shall be within the municipal division and,
9 to 5, daily.
Wednesdays 9 to 12.
COMMONWEALTH, IN PU RSU 
article nine of the Constitution of the sent of a majority of •the electors voting where authorized by law, without ■the
Names,
Ask
for
Help.
Phone—141.
Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania.
ANCE OF A RTIC LE X V III O F TH E
the question at an election to be held limits of the municipal division. Subject,
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate on
CONSTITUTION.^______
however,
to
the
right
and
power
of
the
with law.
and House of Representatives of the inAaccordance
true copy o f Joint Resolution No. C-8. consolidated city to construct, acquire,
Paris.—Thousands of war children DK FRAN K BRANDRETH
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen
maintain and/or operate public works,
No. C-l
RICHARD J. BEAM ISH,
eral Assembly met, That the following
improvements, utilities and services of all separated from parents, brothers and
•A JO IN T RESOLUTION
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
DENTIST
kinds, including through streets, high sisters during the world conflict are
ProDOsing an
ammendment, to section amendment to the Constitution of the
ways and/or bridges for the use and bene
eighteen, article three of the Constitu Commonwealth of Pennsylvania be, and
No. C-9
still seeking members of their families RQ YERSFO RD, PA. Practical Dentistry
fit
of
the
consolidated
city
and
its
in
tion of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl- the same is hereby, proposed, in accord
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
at honest prices.
ance with the eighteenth article thereof:—
habitants.
14 years after the armistice. Their
That section seven of article nine is Proposing an amendment to article fifteen,
IV. The power to maintain a local po
Section 1. B e it resolved b y the Senate
section four, of the Constitution of the lice
ages
range
from
fourteen
to
nineteen
hereby
amended
to
read
as
follows:
force and loca'l fire department,
and House of Representatives of the Com
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Section 7. The General Assembly shall
paid or volunteer, with the neces years. Most of them were too young “THOMAS HALLMAN,
monwealth of Pennsylvania in General
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate either
not authorize any county, city, borough,
sary
appurtenances and equip
A ssem bly met, That, the following amend
and House of Representatives of the Com ment buildings,
township
or
incorporated
district
to
be
therefor,
which may be independent to remember their names or where
ment to the Constitution of the Common
Attorney=at=Law
monwealth of Pennsylvania in General
they lived when forced out of their
wealth of Pennsylvania be, and the same come a stockholder in any company, as Assembly met, That the following amend of or supplemental to the police force and
515 SW ED E ST.. NORRISTOWN, PA.
ss'hereby, proposed, in accordance with sociation or corporation, or to obtain or ment to the Constitution of the Common fire department of the consolidated city.
homes
by
raids
or
bombardments*
appropriate money for, or to loan its
V. All other powers ribt specifically
the eighteenth. article thereof:—
At my residence, next door to National
wealth of Pennsylvania be, and the same
Several times a year the Society of Bank,
That section eighteen of article three credit to, any corporation, association, in is hereby, proposed, in accordance with granted by the charter to the consolidat
Collegeville, every evening.
stitution or individual: Provided, That the
ed
city: Provided, however, That a muni Wards of the Nation at Saint Quen
, hereby amended to read as follows:
the eighteenth article thereof:—
General
Assembly
may
authorize
any
cipal
division
may
surrender,
by
a
ma
Section 18. No appropriations shall- be
That section four of article fifteen is jority vote of the electors voting thereon tin publishes lists of the children in D O BERT TRU CKSESS
made for charitable, educational or county, .city, borough, township or incor hereby amended to read as follows: '
benevolent purposes to any person or porated "district to appropriate money for
Section 4. The General Assembly is at any general or special election, any of its care.
assistance
to
mothers
having
dependent
community, nor to any denominational or
Attomey=at-Law
hereby authorized to provide for the con its powers to the consolidated city, sub
Lancelin Denise, for instance, bom
sectarian
institution,
corporation
or children and to aged persons 'Without solidation of the county, poor districts, ject to the acceptance thereof by the
519 Swede Street Norristown, P a .; Phone
association: Provided, That appropriations adequate means of support by reason of cities, boroughs and townships of the board of commissioners.
at
Cambrai
and
now
twenty
years
Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
After a charter has been adopted as
may be made for pensions or gratuities indigency, disease, infirmity or other dis county of Allegheny, and the offices there
old, can remember that his mother 431;
/
it may be amended as follows:
Collegeville 144-R-2.
(or military services: And provided fur ability.
of, into a consolidated city and county, aforesaid,
A
true
copy
of
Joint
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No.
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I.
In
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which
relate
only
to
the
ther That' appropriations may be made,
with the constitutional and legal capacity powers ‘of the consolidated eity and which was taken to a hospital just before
RICHARD J. BEAM ISH,
hy general law, for assistance to mothers
of a municipal corporation, to be known do not reduce the powers of any one or the Germans entered his home town. J j C. SHALLCROSS
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
having dependent children and to aged
either, as “Greater Pittsburgh” or “Metro more of the municipal divisions thereof by
persons without adequate means of sup
politan Pittsburgh” or “City of P itts the General Assembly: Provided, how He has not seen or heard of her
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port by reason of indigency, disease, in
burg (Metropolitan),” and to provide for ever, That any amendment which changes since.
Contractor and Builder
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firmity or -other disability.a charter for its government, and to fix or modifies the form of government of the
Georges Hammer, who lived at DeGRATERFORD, PA.
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-l. Proposing an amendment to article nine, the name thereof in the charter.
The consolidated city, or the number of or
section eight, of the Constitution of the said charter Shall be submitted to the
,
RICHARD J. BEAMISH,
sesevalle Somain and whose brother
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
manner
of
election
of
the
commissioners
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
electors of said county at a special or
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate general election to be provided for there thereof, shall not be effective until such died in the war, is seeking his sister, work done. Estimates cheerfully .furn
and House of Representatives of the in. I f the majority of the electors voting amendment shall have been ratified by ajh Eva. Georges Wallebrand, now seven ished.
No. C-2
Commonwealth o f Pennsylvania in Gen thereon in the county as a whole, and at majority of the electors of the consolidat
- A JO IN T RESOLUTION
W. BROWN
city voting thereon at a general or teen, was brought up by the Germans
Proposing an amendment to section one, eral Assembly met, That the following least a majority of the electors voting ed
amendment to the Constitution of the thereon in each of a majority of the special election, to be provided for in said as a civil prisoner. He has no idea
article nine of the Constitution of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania be, and cities, boroughs and townships thereof, vote amendment.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
which reduce the pow where his parents are, /for he was General Contracting and Con*
same is hereby, proposed, in accord
the affirmative, ’ the* act shall take ’ ef ersII.of Inanymatters
. Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate the
one or more of the municipal taken from them when he was three
ance
with
the
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article thereof:—> fect for the whole county.
and House of Representatives of the
crete Construction
divisions
of
the
consolidated
city, such
That
article
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section
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of
the
I f rejected, the said charter may be re
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen Constitution of Pennsylvania is hereby
enacted by the General As years old.'
submitted by .the county commissioners to amendment,.
COLLEjGEVILLE, FA.
eral Assembly met, That the following amended to read as follows:
sembly,
shall
not
be
effective
until
it
shall
Marcelhale and his sister Madeleine
the electors from time to time, but not
amendment to the Constitution of the
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
Section 8. The debt of any city, bor oftener than once in two years, until have been ratified at a general or special were picked up as orphans by officials
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania be, and ough,
township, school district, or other adopted. . Until a' charter shall have been election, to be provided for in said amend
the same is hereby, proposed, in accord municipality
or incorporated district, ex adopted as aforesaid, the General As ment, by a majority of the electors voting at Laon. They proved they had been RLM ER 8. FO LEY
ance with the eighteenth article thereof g s cept as provided
herein, and in section sembly shall have the power to amend or thereon in all of the municipal divisions in various parts of France searching
That section one of article nine is here fifteen of this artifele,
shall never exceed modify the said charter, in which event affected thereby, and by-a majority of the
by amended to reaid as follows:
Contractor and Builder
seven
(7)
per
centum
upon the assessed the Charter as amended or modified shall electors voting thereon in each of a ma for their parents, whom they had not
.Section 1. All property taxes shall be value of the taxable property
therein, and be submitted and resubmitted as . afore jority of said municipal divisions so af seen since the outbreak of the war.
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fected.
the
debt
of
any
county,
except
as
pro
within the territorial, limits of the authority vided in section fifteen of this article, shall said.
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Established 1895.
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Eugene Henri Oagny, from Cliauny,
A true coup of Joint Resolution No. €-9.
It shall be competent, subject to the
levying the tax, and shall be levied and never exceed ten (10) per centum upon the
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RICHARD J. BEAM ISH,
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collected under general law s; blit the assessed value of the taxable realty there police power of the State, for the Legisla
furnished.
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Secretary of the Commonwealth.
General Assembly may, by general laws, in, but the debt of the eity and county of ture to- provide in said charter:
be found. Official records show that
I. For the exercise by the consolidated
exempt from taxation public property Philadelphia may be increased in such
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No. C-10
used for public purposes, actual places of amount that the total city and county city of all the powers and duties vested in
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
religious worship, places of burial not used debt of said city and county shall not the county of Allegheny, and the poor
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or held for private or corporate profit, in exceed fifteen (15) per centum upon the districts thereof, and such other powers Proposing an amendment to section three,
- General Carpentering
There are thousands of similar
article stventeen of the Constitution of
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the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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cases. Twenty parents have been
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by
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found by their children in recent
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Prices Right
■ ; I
*
■ No. C-3
debt
of
said
city
and
county
as
shall
have
Section 3. All individuals, associations
Than Double in a Year Phone 176-R-2
A JOINT RESOLUTION
III. For the organization of a govern
Third Ave., Collegeville
been
incurred,
or
is
about
to
be
incurred*
and!
corporations
shall
have
equal
rights
Proposing an amendment to article nine and the proceeds thereof expended, or ment for the consolidated city, and for
5-26-3m
Washington.—Postal robberies dur
to have persons and property transported
of the Constitution of the Common
to be: expended, upon any public im the appointment and/or election of any over railroads .and canals, and no undue ing the current fiscal year have in
wealth of* Pennsylvania, by adding about
officers
thereof,
created
by
the
Constitu
provement, or in the construction, pur
or unreasonable discrimination shall be
thereto section eighteen.
or condemnation of any public tion, or otherwise, and to provide for their made ill charges for, or in facilities for creased to more than double their 0LW OOD L. HOFMASTER
- Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate chase,
powers and duties.
utility,
or
part
thereof,
or
facility
therefor,
apd House of Representatives of the to the extent that such public improve
IV. For the organization and reor transporatioil of freight or passengers usual number, it has been revealed
TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen
ganization of all courts, other than those within the State or coming from or going by the Post Office, department.
ment
or
public
utility,
or
part
thereof,
eral Assembly met, That the following whether separately, or in connection with of record, in the consolidated city, and for t6\ any other State.
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-10,
Although
bandits
and
holdup
men
amendment to, the Constitution of Penn
the
appointment
and/or
election
of
the
H EA TERS AND RANGES
other public improvement or public
RICHARD J . BEAMISH,
sylvania, be, and the same is hereby, pro any
judges
and
officers
thereof,
and
for
the
have
been
unusually
active,
It
was
utility, or part thereof, may yield, or may
SECOND AVENUE, CO LLEG EVILLE,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
posed, m accordance with the provisions reasonably
procedure thereof, including the right to
be
expected
to
yield
revenue
P
A
Bell
Phone.
Ail work guaranteed.
stated in the report, other kinds of
of the eighteenth article thereof is—
I
excess of operating expenses suffi provide’ that said' court Or courts the
No. D -l
That article eight be amended by add in
courts of record, which Courts may ex
postal law violations have decreased
cient
to
pay
the
interest
and
sinking-fund
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
ing thereto the following section:
thereon. The method of deter ercise the jurisdiction, powers and rights Proposing
slightly, with the result that total JO H N F . TYSON
an amendment to Article nine,
Section 18. The Legislature may, by charges such
amount, so to be deducted, of the magistrates, aldermen and justices
Section
four,
of
the
Constitution
of
general, law, provide a manner in which, mining
arrests
by department inspectors have
of
the
peace,,
and
such
other
jurisdiction
SLATING AND UNROOFING
Pennsylvania.
and the time and place at which, qualified may be prescribed •by the General As and powers as may be conferred by law.
this
year
been lower than during any
Section
1.
B
e
it
resolved
by
the
Senate
voters, who may, on the occurrence of any sembly.
V. For the transfer to and the as
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
in
incurring
indebtedness
for
any
pur
election, be unavoidably absent from the pose the eity and county of Philadelphia sumption by the consolidated'City of the and House of Representatives of the Com
year since 1923.
SECOND AVENUE, TRA PPE, P A Work
of Pennsylvania in General
State or county of their residence because
One theory advanced as to the Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
issue its obligations maturing not property and indebtedness of the county monwealth
Assembly
met.
That
the
following
amend
their duties, occupation or business require may
of
Allegheny,
and
the
poor
districts
there
later
than
fifty
(50)
years
from
the
“date
Phone 64-r-U .
l|21|lyr.
them to be elsewhere within the United thereof, with provision for a sinking fund of, and of such property and indebtedness ment to the Constitution of Pennsylvania cause of the increase In robberies is
and the same is hereby, proposed, in that the depression may have driven
States, or who, bn the' occurrence of any
to retire said obligations at of the cities, boroughs and townships be,
accordance
with
the
eighteenth
article
election, are unable to attend at their pro sufficient
thereof
as
relate
to
the
powers
and
duties
P
8.
KOON8
the payment to such sinking
unemployed men to stealing. An
per polling places-because of illness or maturity,
fund to be in equal or graded annual or of said consolidated city, and to provide thereof:—
physical disability, may vote, and for the other
That Section four of Article nine of the other is that the bandits may have
for an equitable adjustment and arrange
periodical
installments.
Where
any
Slater and Roofer
return and canvass of their votes in the indebtedness shall be, or shall have been, ment with respect thereto and for the pay Constitution of thq Commonwealth of
discovered a new source of revenue
election district in which they respectively incurred by said city and county of Phila ment of such indebtedness, and, for this Pennsylvania be amended to read as fol
S CHW ENKSVILLE, PA.
reside.
, .
_ „
in the small branch post offices run by And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
for the purpose of the construc purpose, any taxation therein, arising lows:
Section 4. No debt shall be created by
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-3. delphia
thereby, shall be uniform taxation within
tion
or
improvements
of
public
works
or
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work
RICHARD J. BEAMISH,
on behalf of the State, except to supply store proprietors.
utilities of any character, from which In the meaning and intent of- other provi or
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
casual deficiencies of revenue, repel
Major robberies Involving thefts of contracted at lowest prices.
come or revenue is to be derived by said sions of the Constitution.
vaslon,
suppress
insurrection,
defend
the
VI.
For
the
assessment
of
property
for
city and county, or for the reclamation of
in war, or pay existing debt; and $5,000 or more this year are expected
No. C-4
land to be used in the construction of taxation, the levying and collecting of State
GEORGE F , CLAMER, CO LLEG EVILLE
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
taxes, and the payment of the cost of any the debt created to supply deficiencies in to total more than 15. The figure in
wharves
or
docks
owned
or
to
b
e
owned
Proposing an amendment to article nine by said city and county, such obligations public or municipal improvement, in whole revenue shall never exceed, in the aggre
PLUMBING AND HEATING
1931 was 16, which was 30 per cent
of the Constitution of the Common-, may be in an amount sufficient to provide or in part, by special assessment upon gate at any one time, one million dollars
E LEC TR IC W IRIN G AND F IX T U R E S
higher than the average.
wealth, by adding thereto section six for, and may include the amount of, the abutting and non-abutting property spe and except
PNEUMATIC W A TER SYSTEM S
1. That the General Assembly may au
teen.
If robberies continue at the same
and sinking fund charges ac cially benefited thereby.
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate interest and
V II. For the creation, by the board of thorize the Governor, from time to time,
F U E L OIL HEATING SYSTEM S
which may accrue thereon
and House of Representatives of the cruing
commissioners, o f . districts for the pur to borrow money from the government of rate in the last month of the fiscal
throughout
the
period
of
construction
and
HARDWARE AND M ILL S U P P L IE S .
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen until the expiration of one year after the pose of regulating the location, height, the United States when loans to the year, It is believed thefts will total
eral Assembly met, That the following completion of the work for which said in area, bulk and use of buildings and pre states have been authorized by Act of
more
than
$300,000,
of
which
the
de
amendment to the Constitution of Penn debtedness shall have been incurred, but mises.
Congress
and
the
General
Assembly
deems
, .
ALVIN 8. B U T L ER
sylvania be, and the same is hereby, pro not i,n excess of five years from the time
V III. For the creation of indebtedness it advisable for this Commonwealth to partment expects to recover $250,000,
posed, in accordance,'with the eighteenth of the incurring of such indebtedness; and by the consolidated city within the limits participate therein.
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. D -l. based on averages.
Plumbing, Heating and
.article thereof:—
city and county shall not be required now. or hereafter imposed upon cities by
RICHARD J . BEAMISH.
That article nine be amended by adding said
to levy a tax to pay said interest and ether provisions of the Constitution. Such
Secretary
of
the
Commonwealth.
thereto the following section:
Electric Wiring Installed
fund charges, as required by sec power to create indebtedness shall not im
: Section 16. In addition to the purposes sinking
ten, article nine of the constitution of pair the power of the municipal divisions,
Tavern School Teaches
Seventeen years experience.
stated in Article nine, section four, of this tion
No. "D-2
Pennsylvania, until the expiration of said within the consolidated city, to create in
Constitution:, the General Assembly may period of one year after the completion of debtedness within the limits now or here
Main street, CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
Dumb Man to Read Lips 361
provide, by law! for the issue of bonds, to said work.
Phone: 266-R-2.
after imposed upon such municipalities by Proposing an amendment to article nine
the amount of ten millions of dollars, for
of the Constitution of the Common
Ide, Devonshire, England.—For 24
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-7. other provisions of the Constitution.
the purpose: of acquiring toll bridges* and
wealth of Pennsylvania by adding years Walt Luke was deaf and dumb.
IX . F c r the creation, by the board of
RICHARD J . BEAM ISH,
JJA RRY M. PRIC E
may, by law, provide that, upon tlm ac
thereto section seventeen.
commissioners, of special districts for the
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
quisition of any such 'bridge, tolls may be
Section 1. Be it .‘resolved by the Senate Every night he visited the public
purpose of carrying on or carrying out
charged for the use thereof, sufficient to
any public or municipal improvement, not and House of Representatives of the Com house drinking cider with his fellow
Painter and Paper-hanger
No. C-8
pay the interest and sinking fund charges
for the exclusive benefit of any one monwealth of Pennsylvania iii General
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
on such bonds and the cost of the main
villagers,
saying
nothing.
This
be
College
Ave., CO LLEG EVILLE, PA. EsAssembly
met.
That
the
following
amend
municipal
division;
and,
for
the
payment
tenance of such bridges, until the bonds Proposing an amendment to article nine of the ebst and maintenance of such pro ment to the Constitution ‘ of Pennsylvania
tirnates and samples furnished. Good
came too much for them, so they de Work,
of the Constitution of the Common
Issued have been retired and such bridges
be,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
proposed,
in
right
prices.
perty
or
improvement,
or
any
part
there
wealth of Pennsylvania, by adding
are freed of tolls. -.
of special taxes may be levied through accordance with the eighteenth article cided to teach Luke to talk.
thereto an additional section.
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-4.
Amid smoke and tankards of cider ^ylLLIAM M. ANDES
Section 1. Be it resolved by the Senate out such special districts, respectively, thereof:—I
RICHARD J BEAMISH,
That article nine be amended by adding
and House of Representatives of the separate and apart from the general con thereto
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
they made syllables with their mouths
section seventeen as follows:
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen solidated city tax.
Section 17. The Governor, the Auditor and passed words written on pieces of
X . For the exercise of such powers by
Painting and Paper*hanging
eral Assembly met, That the following
and the State Treasurer, immedNo. C-6
amendment to the Constitution of the the consolidated city as may be necessary General,
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
ately
upon the adoption of this amend paper to him. Watching and study TRA PPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
to enable it to carry ,on- and carry out
Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania
be,
and
' Proposing an afnendment to article fifteen the same is hereby proposed, in accord such municipal and metropolitan powers ment by the electors, may borrow an ing their lip talk, Luke used to repeat hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
of the Constitution of the Common ance with the eighteenth article thereof:— and functions as the General Assembly amount, not exceeding twenty-five million the signs after them. Their endeav free.
2|17|lyr
wealth, by adding thereto section five. ,
to defray th e , expenses of the
That article nine of the Constitution of may deem advisable and expedient and dollars,
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate the
for the general welfare of the said city State government for the biennium be ors, although tedious, proved success
Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania
be
and House ‘ Of Representatives of the amended by adding thereto the following and its inhabitants:
ginning' June first, one thousand nine ful. Walt Luke could speak. The very JO H N H. CA SSELBERRY
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Gen
Provided, however, That it is the intent hundred thirty-three: provided the Gen
section:
"Pint,
eral Assembly met, That the following new
Assembly at its regular session of one first words he said were:
Section 18. The city of Pittsburgh may of this section that substantial powers be eral
Surveyor and Conveyancer
amendment to article fifteen of th e ' Con build,
reserved to the cities, boroughs and town thousand nine hundred thirty-three, has please,” ahd the next, “Half pint.”
purchase,
lease,
as
lessor
or
lessee,
Residence—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear
stitution of the Commonwealth of Penn maintain or operate transit subways and ships situated in Allegheny County.
To authorized the borrowing of money for
Lip talk continued and Luke has be field avenue, Trooper. P. O. address—R.
sylvania be, and the same is hereby, pro other looal transportation facilities as pub this end, the charter shall provide for the this purpose.
D. 1, Norristown Pa.
posed, in accordance’' with the eighteenth lic improvements, including any struc continued existence of the said cities,
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. D-2. come very efficient.
Sales clerked and ail kinds of personal
RICHARD
J.
BEAM
ISH,
.
article thereof:—
boroughs
and
townships,
as
municipal
di
conveyances, appliances or appur
property and real estate sold On- com
Secretary
of
the
Commonwealth.
That article fifteen be amended by ado- tures,
visions
of
the
consolidated
city,
under
tenances necessary or incidental thereto;
ing- thereto section five, as follows:
mission.
Slashes Throat In Dream
underground or overhead their present names and forms of govern
Section 5. The General Assembly may and includingbuilt
No. D-3
in connection there ment, subject to the laws now or here
Marysville, Calif.—A great dreamer
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
authorize’ cities to take more land and passageways
after provided for government of munici
with,
and
the
police
powers
of
the
Com
property than is needed for actual con
an amendment to article nine is Lorenzo Galat, thirty-six-year-old
shall apply to such publicly palities of their respective forms and Proposing
struction in the laying out, ’ widening, ex monwealth
of the Constitution of the Common
transportation facilities similarly- classes and to the powers conferred upon
tending or relocating highways qr streets, ovned
wealth
of
Pennsylvania by adding Filipino. He told hospital attendants
to other public improvements.
Said the consolidated city by the charter, and
connecting with bridges crossing streams as
thereto section sixteen.
x
with their present boundaries. Any two
he cut his own throat and slashed his
or tunnels under streams which form city may acquire, by eminent domain, or more of said municipal divisions, or
Section 1. Be it resolved by the Senate
1526 Main Street, Trappe
either i the fee or easements within land
abdomen while dreaming he was fight
boundaries betwen this and any other necessary
and
House
of
Representatives
of
the
Com
portions
thereof,
may,
with
the
consent
of
for the construction pr opera
stale, but the additional land and pro tion of such
a majority of the electors voting thereon monwealth of Pennsylvania in General ing two men. Physicians said he
transportation
facilities
or
Herman S. Mills
perty, so authorized to be taken, shall not for the disposal of earth or material ex in each of such divisions at any special or Assembly met, That the following amend
be more than sufficient to form suitable cavated in the construction thereof. Prop general election, be united to form a sih- ment to the Constitution of Pennsylvania would recover.
Successor to M. Mignogna
building sites on suph highways or streets. erties within said city which may be pe gle municipal division. Wherever a por be, and the same is hereby, proposed, in
Nor shall the authority hereby conferred culiarly and especially benefited through tion of a municipal division is involved, accordance with the eighteenth article
Parents Are Blamed
be exercised in connection with the laying the construction of such transportation the election shall be held in the , entire thereof:-—?
out, widening, extending or relocating of
That article nine be amended by adding
Philadelphia. — American parents
municipal division of which the said por
facilities
may
be
assessed,
to
pay
such
any highway or street at a point more benefits, in accordance with existing or tion is a part.
thereto section sixteen as follows:
■
,
than three miles distant from the ■ ap with future law or pursuant to statutes
Section 16. The Governor, the Auditor were chaiged with aiding school teach
The said municipal divisions shall have
proach to any such bridge or tunnel. Af enacted prior to the adoption of this and continue! to have the following pow- General, and the State Treasurer, immed ers in fostering “mental ■paralysis” of
ter so much of the land and property has amendment but made effective thereby.
iately upon adoption of this amendment children by Dr. George Draper, of
been appropriated for such highways or Such special assessments, when so levied, 611. The constitutional and legal capacity by the electors, ■may borrow an amount,
Streets as is needed therefor, the remaind
Do you/ feel now and then
not exceeding twenty-five million dollars, New York, a professor at Columbia
of municipal corporations.
er may be,sold or leased and any restric- may be made payable presently at one
II. The power to levy and collect tax in accordance with such Act of Assembly university.
time
or
in
installment^
over
a
period
of
as though you ju st must
UIojis imposed ' thereupon which will pre years, and, when fixed, shall be credits to es and to incur indebtedness, subject to as shall* have been enacted prior to the
serve or enhance the benefit to the public indebtedness incurred for such purposes the limitations which are or may be im submission of this amendment to the
close your tired,
aching
of the property actually needed for the
electors; regulating the borrowing and use
of the money for the purpose of reim
eyes,
while
duty
compels
bursing the seyeral counties, cities, and
Woman “Dies” Twice
poor districts of the Commonwealth, or
you to continue using them?
any of them, for amounts previously ex
in
One
Afternoon
pended
for.
food,
clothing,
fuel
or
shelter,
Do you know that
By Albert
Beid
for the unemployed by such counties,
New ’fcork.—Mrs. Amelia Redino,
cities, or poor districts, or any of them.
G LASSES R E S T T H E
forty-three years old, was declared
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. D-3.
RICHARD J. BEAMISH,
dead
twice
in
one
day.
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
E Y E S AS A CH A IR
aforesaid public use.
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. C-5.
RICHARD J . BEAM ISH,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

BARBER

SHOP

■ ■ ■ m r a m m im iiin n iiu in n n iH in n iiiii
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■

Yeagle & Poley 1
SThisPThursday,
E CFriday
I Aand L
S
Saturday

I

\

■

N. B. C. Cake Special !
Comet W afers Assorted ......... ......... ................... 2Qp lb
Oat Meal Cookies .................................................... 20c lb
Butter Thins .................................................... 1 lb pkg 25c

STANDARD BRANDS
PRODUCTS

Chase and Sanborn Coffee, dated ....................... 33c lb
Chase and Sanborn Tea, ^ -lb .................................. 38c
Chase and Sanborn Tea, %-lb .................................. 20c
10c Royal D e ss e rt.........!..................................... 3 for 23c
25c Tea Houses
.......... ....... ...,............ .................. 22c
Small Pkg. Tea ....................................................... ,...... 10c
Royal Baking Powder .................................................. 23c
Snappy Brand C offee................................................ 19c lb
CLOVER BLOOM BUTTER
27c lb

Land !o

lakes butter
29c lb___________

LANDIS CREAMERY BUTTER
35c lb

Quality Meats
. 8c
15c
25c
10c
15c
19c
20c
28c
22c
10c

Breast Lamb ...........................................
Neck Lamb ..............................................
Rack L a m b ......................................... .....
Breast Veal ..............................................
Neck Veal ................................................
Chuck Roast V e a l ..................
.........
Hamburg Steak .....................................
Skirt Steak ..............................................
Best Cut Chuck Roast .......................
Lean Plate Meat ..................................

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

Large Honey D e w s ..............................................25c each
Home Grown Baking or Eating Apples .... 15c
pk
F o r Delicious Biscuits

BISQICK
Gold Medal Product

pkg.

33c

YEAGLE & POLEY
The Corner Store =:=* Fifth & Main Sts.
Phone 2
COLLEGEVILLE

**************************

Perkiomen Valley
Kutiial Fire Insurance Co.
C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

PA .

i1
*

W . W . . H A R L E Y jj;|
Schwemksville, Pa.

*

1
|

NOTARY PUBLIC
G EN ER A L INSURANCE

f
|

I

AND

AND IS

* General Business Agent; Pub- jjj
J lie Sales handled on commission. J
•j: Phone 44R2.
*

Safe and Sound **************************

A ll th e F a c t s
about
th e

Rest Glasses

The Worst Spot On the Road

7.

No. D-4
A JO IN T RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to article nine
of the Constitution of the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania by
adding
thereto a further section.
Section 1. B e it resolved by the Senate
and House of Representatives of the Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania in General
Assembly met, That the following amend
ment to the Constitution of the Common
wealth of , Pennsylvania be, and the same
is hereby, proposed, in accordance with the
eighteenth article; thereof:—
That article nine of the ■Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania )be
amended, by adding thereto a new section,
to read as follows:
Section 19. The city of Philadelphia, in
constructing, for the benefit of the inhabi
tants thereof, transit subways, rapid tran
sit railways, or other local transit facili
ties for the ^transportation of persons or
property, shall have the power, in order
the more Justly to distribute the benefits
and costs of such transit facilities, to levy
special assessments against such proper
ties, whether abutting or not abutting
upon said transit facilities, as are or will
be specially and particularly benefltted by
the construction or operation of such
transit facilities; such power to be exer
cised in accordance with existing or with
future laws or pursuant to statutes en
acted prior to the adoption of this amend
ment but made effective by it. Such spe
cial assessments, when so levied, may be
made payable presently when levied, or in
installments over a period of years,’ with
or without interest, and shall immediate
ly, when so1 levied, be deducted from any
indebtedness incurred for such purposes
in calculating-the debt of such city. "Such
city may acquire by. eminent domain
either the fee or less estate or easements
in land necessary for the construction or
operation of such transit facilities or for
the disposal of earth or material excavat
ed in the construction thereof or for other
incidental purposes; but this provision
shall not'create any additional powers for
the condemnation of’ any railroad or
street railway in operation.
A true copy of Joint Resolution No. D-4
RICHARD J. BEAMISH,
Secretary of the Commonwealth

tif QCJ> rt TRf-

A fine way to break your back dur
ing housecleaning is to walk into thd
living-room in the dark and sit down
where the davenport was yesterday.

Early in the afternoon, the wom
an suddenly collapsed from a heart
attack, and was declared dead for
four minutes.
Three emergency crews, respond
ing to her husband’s call, worked
over Mrs. Redino for four hours
and finally succeeded in reviving
her. Meanwhile 40 friends and
neighbors knelt in prayer on the
street outside the house.
Shortly afterward Mrs. Redino
again collapsed and fill efforts to
revive her failed.

Has Slept Six Months

RESTS T H E BODY
if they are correctly fitted?
L et us prove to you that
our glasses will relieve your
eyes.

HAUSSMANN & G0.
Optometrists and Opticians
726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Examination Hours
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
,
Monday evenings until 9

NEW
FORD
V-8
Step in for complete details of this great new
car that gives you everything you can want
in an automobile.
Prices so attractive that there will soon be a
long waiting list. Orders now taken, deliverie s made in rotation.

PURE M ILK AND CREAM
BUTTERMILK
COTTAGE CHEESE
For Sale in Collegeville by
Yeagle & Poley
A. C. Ludwig
Collegeville Bakery A. Loughin
J . Leckie

P atricia Maguire, O ak P ark, III.,
27 years old, who has been in a coma
o f sleeping sickness fo r more than
six months. F o r more than four
months she was unable to open her
eyes. It is believed to be the longest

.caseonrecord.

In Trappe:
Horace Bean and George Kutra

J . ARTHUR NELSON
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Stop driver or phone 512.

*,

Has Been Protecting Property fo r I
R E A L ES T A T E
jg*
SK
Sixty Y ears1
* Conveyancing, Collecting and ♦

s a l e s

" AND S E R

V j^ 5

LANDES MOTOR CO.
Y erk es

- -

C ollegeville

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

PERKIOM EN LEAGUE BA SEBA LL
(Continued from page 1)

FO R SA FE—10! shares o f Collegeville
Flag & Mfg. Co. Preferred Stock.
Will
sell at reduced price. Address X - l in
care of TH E IN DEPEN DEN T O FFIC E.
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The Cafeteria Supper on the lawn
Miss Esther Gehris of Souderton throw to first. In the meantime Zieg
a t St. Paul’s Church,’Saturday even
FO R SA FE—Foot or power lathe, 4 feet,
spent
the week-end a t the home of ler dashed foi; the unguarded third with
ing was very successful.
drills; small Champion forge; post
Roy sack. Dambly in his excitement threw drill press; stocks, caps, and dies; all
Dr. and Mrs. Young of Philadelphia Rev. and, Mrs. J . K. Bowers.
to
the
hot
corner
with
nobody
there
kinds of tools for repair shop. Stocks and
spent Sunday with Mrs. Thomas Book and Clair Gingrich of Mexico, to catch the ball and as a result Zieg goods m the hardware line, with patent
Juniata County and Harold Hunsberrights to manufacture certain articles.
O’Brien.
ler scored and Braeelin took second. Apply to GEORGE BACKM IRE, Third
ger were thejr guests on Sunday.
If the blossoms are pick
Miss Elizabeth Grimley returned
Piazza singled right thru Poley’s legs, avenue, East, Collegeville, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shellenber- Braeelin scoring. Hunsberger lashed
7-2l-3t
to her home in Jeffersonville Tuesday
ed there will be no fruit.
evening after spending a week with ger and son Lawrence and Miss Betty out a line drive which dropped thru
TIM ELY
PRODUCTS—Insure
your
Baker
of
Pottstown
were
the
guests
against further shrinkage by fly
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Francis glove and went for a double wheat
Each person must decide
destruction. One can C-bisulphide will
of Mr. and Mrs. Reaser Felton and
I. Bechtel.
as Piazza scored. Score 5-3. A fter treat 70 bu. Cost 50c. Fly spray guarant
sons on Sunday.
which he wants—blossom or /
this barrage both teams settled down eed active for 10, hours. Money refunded
Miss Charolet Gephardt returned
Miss Martha Zebe of Philadelphia and no more scoring was done by if not satisfied.
to her home Saturday after a pleasant
CO LLEG EV ILLE MILLS.
fruit.
and Dr. Louise Gloeckner and son either team until tHe ninth when the
week with her cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie of Conshohocken visited Mr. Porters chalked up two more. GianJam es Murray of Ridley Park.
I FO R REN T—A seven room house,, ebr
and Mrs. N. C. Schatz on Monday.
Young people, who spend
Mrs. Kate Pedrick of Philadelphia Mr. and Mrs. Schatz were the guests none scored in the ninth when he ner of Fourth avenue and Chestnut
streets,
Collegeville. All modern conven
is spending a few days with Mr. and of Miss Zebe on a motor trip to caught Linny Detwiler asleep and tehees. Reasonable rental. Apply next
all they make in youth are
made a clean steal of the home plate. door, to JACOB H. BOLTON.
8-4-3t
Mrs. Harry Crosscup.
Cranford, New Jersey where they
picking blossoms at the ex
COLLEGEVILLE
Mr. ^nd Mrs. John I. Bechtel and visited Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Carpenter
FOR REN T—In Rahns, TPa., seven room
penseof fruit.
Money de
R
O.
E.
.
H.
A.
granddaughter, Miss Elizabeth Grim and family on Wednesday.
house, with bath, and all modern con
L arge lawn. $30 per month
ley of Jeffersonville spent Sunday with
Miss Carrie Semmet, Miss Irene Detwiler, c ............. . . . 0 1 10 2 1 veniences.
posited
here
in
early
life—
Get key at brick house, opposite cemenl
Mr. and Mrs. Abram Landes at Yer- Dedaker and Mr. and Mrs. William Cressman, r f ......... . . . 1 2 1 0 0 Plant.
7-28-3t
allowed to remain herb—
kes.
Rommel of Philadelphia were guests Styer, c f ............. .... . . . 0 0 3 0 1
FO R REN T—A 3-room apartment with
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Michener at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Undercuffler, ss . . . . . . 1 2 0 2 0
added to from time to time
Poley, 3 b ................. . . . 1 2 'l 2 0 all conveniences. Also garage. Apply to1
entertained for a few days Mr. Mich- Rommel on Sunday.
MRS. K. BUCKW ALTER, Rahns, Pa.
—
will bkfesom into a profit
1 2 0^ 1
ener’s uncle, Albert Myer of Frank
■7-21-3t
Miss Violet Landis of Souderton J . Franeis, If . . . . . . 0
1
0
5
2
able harvest in the years to
fort, Pa.
was the week-end guest of Mr. and Dambly, lb ............. . . . 0
HOME FO R . REN T—Modern 8-room
Gensler, 2b . . . . . . . . . 0 1 4 1 0 house,
Miss Hawthorne of Philadelphia Mrs. Carl F . Bowers.
Glenwood avenue, Collegeville. F
come.
J. CLAMER ESTA TE. R. E . M ILLER
Spent a couple weeks with Mrs. Re
Mrs. Fred W. Walters is spending Rittenhouse, p . . . . . . . 0 1 1 1 0 Agent,
Collegeville, Pa,
’
3-31-tf
becca Brower.
the week at her cottage a t Sellersville
Totals ................. . . . 3 10 ,27 9 5
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Francis of Col- wherei she is attending camp meeting.
WANTED—Man, part time or full time;
PORT PROVIDENCE
legeville called on Mrs. Francis’
Messrs Ray and Ja y Hagenbuch of
good wages with advancement to energe
R. H. 0 . A. E. tic reliable, m an; soliciting orders for de
mother, Mrs. Mary J . Francis on Sun Bloomsburg were visitors in Trappe
pendable Nursery Stock; full instructions
day.
over the week-end. They also at Faye, 2 b ................. . . . 3 2 1 2 0 given. Write for term s; HOOPES, BROl
1
O’Connell,
3
b
.........
.
.
.
0
3
0
0
Rev. and Mrs. John Bomberger and tended St. Luke’s Sunday School pic
& THOMAS COMPANY, Stephen Girard
Churgai, c f . . . . . . . . . 0 2 2 0 0 Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 80th year.
family motored here from Wheeling, nic a t Chalfont on Saturday.
7-21-tf
Ziegler, lb ............. . . . 0 2 11 1 0
West Va., arriving on Monday even
Augustus
Lutheran
Church
Braeelin,
c
.
'
.
.........
0
3
1
1
.
.
.
1
ing to spend the month of August
DANCING every Saturday night at
The vestry of Augustus Liitheran Piazza, ss . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 5 1 1 Riverside
with Mrs. Bomberger’s father, John
pavilion, ( Graterford. Music by
B IB S —^Notice is hereby given that seal AUDITORS’ REPO R T OF COLLEGE
Gottwals and relatives in Norristown. church will meet on Thursday even Hunsberger, If . . . . . . 1 2 4 0 0 Fritz Wagner, with his Royal Ensign. ed >bids will be received * for coal and
V IL L E BOROUGH SCHOOL ‘ D IS 
“
5-26-tf
A. H. E SPEN SH IP.
drinking
water at the Collegevillb School
ing,
August
4
a
t
8
o’clock.
Werkiser,
r
f
0
.........
0
0
0
.
.
.
0
Little Miss Edna V. Davis from
TRICT, MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
building. All bids must be in th e , hands
There
will
be
no
Light
Brigade
Detwiler, r f ........... . . . 0 - 0 1 0 0
of *the Secretary of the Board, D. H.
Kimberton will also spend this week
PA., FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING
Bartman by 7 p. m., August' 19, 1932.
JU L Y 4, 1982.
BjtG F IR E AT PAOLJ, FRIDAY
with her grandfather, John Gotwals. meeting of Augustus Lutheran Mis Giannone, p ........... . . . 1 1 0 4 0
COAL BID S to cover supply for the en Assessed valuation of taxable
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burger of Nor sionary Society during the month of
In one of the most spectacular suing school year. Coal to be grade No.
property ..................................... $698,575.00
Totals ........................ 7 12 27 12 2
1, Buckwheat. Deliveries to be made as Number
ristown spent the week-end with Mrs. August.
o f mills levied .......... ................. 15
On Tuesday, August 2 a group of Port Providence 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 2— 7 blazes in the history of the Main Line, needed—approximately 50 tons. Bidders, Number assessed with per capita tax 589
Burger’s mother, Mrs. Ida Litka.
the buildings of the Paoli Coal and other than established dealers, carrying a Ratp of per capita tax ....................... $5.00
twenty-five
members
of
the
Young
C
ollegeville,..
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0—S
regular
supply
of
coal
in
stock
•will
not
be
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac G. Price re
Supply Company burned to the ’considered.
Amount of School Tax
Two-base hits—Hunsberger, .Faye.
turned to their home in Camden after Peoples Society of Trinity Lutheran
Per Capita Property
Total
DRINKING W A TER BID S—W ater to
ground last Friday shortly after the
several days visit to their daughter Church, Elizabethtown, of which Rev. Rittenhouse. , Struck out—By Ritten noon hour. The fire started in a straw be delivered weekly as required. All wa Amount levied
(face of dup.) $2,780.00 10,448.62 13,228.62
ter to meet the standard of purity of
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frank Croman is pastor visited the house, 9; by Giannone, 1. Bases on shed adjoining thd main building. State
30.00
196.00
.Health Department. Bidders, other Addition to dup. 165.00
historic Old Trappe Church.
balls— Off Rittenhouse, 2. Umpire
Penalties ...... ..
37.90
118.09
155.99
lin Michener.
than
regular
Pennsylvania
licensed
ven
Firemen
battling
the
blaze
for
Total
amount
ders of water will not be considered.
A t a meeting of the Sunday School Boone.
John Gottwals and daughter, Miss
of tax .......... . . 2,982.90 10,596.71 13,579.61
The Board of School Directors reserves
hours to prevent it from spreading
7;50
467.50
the right' to accept or reject any or all Exonerations .. 460.00,
Edna Gottwals motored with Frank Association of Augustus Lutheran
to
adjoining
buildings.
The
loss
may
Evansburg
kept
in
the
thick
of
the
Entered
as liens
bids.
lin Price and Miss Jessie Kavalic of church on Monday evening, August 1,
or returned ..
30.00
30.00
By order of Collegeville School Board.
approximate $100,000. The cause of
Net amount of
Camden, N. J ., to Watkins Glen and it was decided to hold the annual pic second half Perkiomen league race by the blaze is undetermined. Two large
R. I S M ILLER, President.
nosing
out
Trappe*
in
a
well
played
1931
tax
collected
2,522,90
10,559.21
13,082.11
D.
H.
BARTMAN,
Secretary.
nic
a
t
Sunneybrook
Park,
near
Potts
other places of interest.
';
buildings, burned completely to the 7-21-3t V
R E C E IP T S
Mrs. Fitzcharles and baby spent town on Saturday, August 20, with game,- 4 to 3 a t Trappe. Kulp fanned ground. Several garages and a
Balance on hand July 1931 ___ $ 1;134.39
nine
batters
and
allowed
only
four
............................. 2,000 00
Temporary
loans
the week-end in Phoenixville the the Sunday School class of Mr. E.
dwelling house adjoining the com I # TH E COURT OF COMMON PLEA S Interest ......................... ... ............ 53,20
o f . Mo n t g o m e r y c o u n t y ■
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F itz Gilbert Stauffer authorized to provide hits, but was touched for enough runs pany’s buildings also burned to the
Taxes
...............................
..............
13,082.11
TO JOHN WAGONSAILER, CONRAD State Appropriation
games for the afternoon. Dr. Fegely in the 2nd and 3yd to lose the game,
. 10,431.01
charles.
ground.
7\vo large trucks were
KING,
'
CONRAD
SW
INEHART,
B
EN

Tuition
non-resident
pupils
Kulp
and
Wood
were
hooked
up
in
a12,268.08
Miss Doris Loos from Norristown president of the association authorized close and interesting pitchers battle. totally destroyed. '
JAMIN RO YER, MATTHIAS W ALTER, A ll' other sources ..............
379.54
PETER
WAGONSAILER,
JACOB
spent the week-end with her friend, the superintendent to appoint a dele Kulp’s arm went bad in the eighth
WAGONSAILER
AND
/W
ILLIA
M
Total
,
...............
$39,348.33
gate from each department of the Sun
Miss Mildred Custer.
WAGONSAILER, T H E IR H E IR S AND
CURRENT E X P E N SE S
when he was relieved by K. ’Heffel- FARM ERS MEETINGS PLANNED
LEGAL R E P R E S E N T A T IV E S :
Little Billy Turner of Mont Clare day School, to attend the annual Sun finger. Wood also hurled a wonderful
General Control (A)
Secretary
.............................................. $125.00
Take
notice
that
on
the
24th
day
of
day
School
Convention
of
the
Norris
The County Agricultural Agents of
is spending a couple weeks with his
Treasurer .................... ........... ......... .. joo 00
June,
A.
D.,
1932,
Stella
Newman
Phillips
game.
The
genial
southerner
was
in
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William town Conference a t Emanuel Luth vincible in every inning but the sixth Southeastern Pennsylvania have ar Hied her petition in said Court setting Attorney .................................
ls'oo
225.00
eran Church, Pottstown on Labor Day,
ranged a program to be held at the forth that she is the owner in fee of a T ax collectors .....................
Kirkner.
10:00
certain messuage and tract of land situate Auditors ..............*...........
when Trappe score all of their 3 runs
National Farm School, Doylestown, in Lower Providence Township, Mont Compulsory edu. and census .........
On Saturday evening quite a num September 5, and to announce the ap
40.00
EVANSBURG
311,65
gomery County, Pennsylvania, containing Other expenses j .................................
August 9 and 10.
ber of people witnessed the hockey pointments at the Sunday School ses
77 acres and .807 of an acre more or less,
R. H. O. A. E.
The fruit growers of Montgomery particularly
game , on the rink at Indian Head sion, August 7.
Total Itejp (A) ............................ $826.65
described In the hereinafter
Claycomb, c f .
. . . 0 0 2 0 0 County are invited to attend.
Instruction (B)
The mentioned -mortgage; That on May 19,
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
Park between the Indian Head Park
B. Blythe, 3b .
.Elementary Secondary Total
. . . 1 0 0 1 0 program will start at 10 o’clock This 1803, Henry Wismer gave his mortgage to
club and the Speedway boys of Phila
Salaries
of
supervisors
.............. $ 1,902.60
St. Luke’s Sunday School picnic Wanner, lb . .
John
Wagonsailer,
Conrad
King,
Conrad
0
9
0
0
.. 1
field day will take the place of the Swinehart, Beniamin Royer, Matthias Salaries of principals ........2,800.00
delphia. The visiting boys made 1 which was held a t Chalfont on Satur Keyser, I f ___
Salaries ;-.pf
. . . 1 1 3 0 0 annual county fruit growers tour.
Walter,
Peter
Wagonsailer,
Jacob
Wagon
score. Next Saturday afternoon the day was the largest in attendance for
teachers .. 6,415.00 11,205.01 16,620.01
sailer and William Wagonsailer to secure
Trego, 2b . . . .
... 1 1 2 3 0
.............................
On August 10 the potato growers the sum of forty seven pounds seven shill Textbooks
984.05
boys go to Perkasie where they will many years. The committee of ar
0
0
Swartley, c . . .
8
0 will meet for a special program. The ings to John Wagonsailer and the sum of Supplies used in instruction . . .
... 0
907.42
return a game with the Perkasie rangements provided the program of Mussehnan, rf
Attending
teachers’
institute
..
['
294.00
Seventy eight pounds and'nineteen shill
. . 0 1 0 0 0 program will start a t 10 o’clock.
110.75 f c
boys. Next Monday evening, August games and stunts in which all groups
ing to each of the other mortgages, mak Other expenses .............................
H. Blythe, ss .
... 0 1 2 2 2
sp
ing a total of Six Hundred pounds on the
8th the Indian Head Park Association took part. A baseball game between Wood, p .........
Total Item (B ) ............ .......... . $23,618.73 *
tract of land Containing 34 acres and 112
0 1 2 0
..0
Agencies (C)
have donated the use of the rink to members of St. Luke’s Sunday School
HUNT T H IE F WITH AUTOGiRO perches therein particularly described as Libraries Auxiliary
V ....................... f ............... $ 211.01
recorded at Norristown in Mprtgage Book
the boys for a skating party a t a and boys o f Bethel M. E. Sunday
Promotion of health ..........
1,227:70
Totals .........
State police are searching for a No. 6 page 145* That no satisfaction ap- Recreation
. , 4 4 27 8 2
.....................
122 96
special price. The proceeds to be used School of Blue Bell was played with
pears o f record and no payment of either
TRAPPE
man who beat Mrs. Margaret Car principal
Other expenses ........ , ........................
47 26
or
interest
has
been
made
nor
for uniforms for the boys. About 200 St. Luke’s the winners.
R. H. O. A. E. ver, 38, of near Tradesville, over the any demand for the same for more than
.......
$1,608.93
Total
Item
(C)
tickets have already been sold.
twenty-one
years
last
past.
The Rev. H. Marshall ThurloW, D. Tirok, 3b ,ss . .
. . . 1 2 4 .1 1 head with a poker, last Tuesday after , That the parties in interest are the said
Operation (D)
Mrs. Margaret Landay spent Sun D., assisted in the church service on
of janitors ................... ..
$1,287 68
Yergey, lb . . .
. . . 0 0 6 0 0 noon. The mah, said to be about 35 John Wagonsailer, Conraa King, Conrad Wages
Fuel ..............i .....................................
191.28
day in Port Providence with relatives. Sunday morning.
Swinehart,
Benjamin
Royer,
'
Matthias
Kulp, rf, p . . .
. . 1 .1 1 1 0 years old, forced Mrs. Carver to re Walter, Peter Wagonsailer, Jacob Wagon W ater, light and power ............. 1,120.96
A number of employes of the DetRegular services on Sunday as fol T. Heffelfinger, cf . . . . 1 1 0 0 0 veal the hiding place of $200 she had sailer and William Wagonsailer, their Janitors’ supplies ........ ......... . J . . .
310.99
Other expenses X ........................................ 53*97
tra flag factory have been laid off for lows: Church service a t 10.30 a. m.,
Bronson, If . . .
. . . 0 1 3 0 0 saved to pay the interest on a mort heirs and legal representatives, and the
Court has directed a Citation to be issued
a few weeks.
Sunday School 9.30 a. m.
Total Item (D) ......../............... $2,964.88
Poley, 3b, ss .
. . 0 0 0 1 0 gage. He secured the money and dis against them to show cause why the land
Little Neta Custer spent the week
Maintenance (E)
so described in said mortgage should not Repair of buildings
Tyson, 2b . . . .
■V 0 1 1 0 2 appeared. Police used an autogiro in be
........................ $ 307.88
end with her grandparents, Mr. and
released
and
discharged
from
the
lien
Upkeep
of
grounds
.......... ............
399:82
RAMBLING AT RANDOM
Haney, c .........
... o 1 12 2 1 the hunt.
of the said mortgage and has decreed an Repairs and replacements
Mrs. E . W. Bortman.
of equip.
Order-of-Publication directed to said par
Weaver, r f . . .
0 0 0 0
.
.
0
(Continued
from
page
1)
Of
heat,
light
and
plumbing...
269.93
Robert New, has been appointed
ties to appear in Court Room “C” in the
Of apparatus ........: . : .................
K. Heffelfinger, P •. . . 0 0 0 0 0
386.91
“UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENTS”
Court House at Norristown, Pa., on
clerk by the Reading railroad at the put down in print it is there to stay.
Of furniture ...............................
120.54
September 12th, 1932 at 9 p’clock A. M. Other expenses ........................... .
390.71
IT IS A B IT difficult to under
local station. The office will be under It must be correct to withstand a later
Time to show cause as above
Totals . . . . .
. . 3 7 27 5 4 stand some of the “unavoidable ac Standard
stated, why the lands ’ so charged should
the supervision of Andrew McCabe, check-up. The radio is the thing for
Total Item (E ) ............................... $1,875.79
not' be released and discharged from the
Evansburg
.
.
.
0
22
0
0
0
0
0—4
Fixed Charges (F)
quick spot news, but it is too partial
cident” verdicts resulting from in •lien of said mortgage.
agent, of Phoenixville.
State
Retirement Board,
Trappe ........... 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0-- 3
H ASELTIN E S. L E V E R , Sheriff
quiries into automobile accidents in
Frances Bowden, of Spring City, and too much distorted by the narrow
. Elem. and H. S. .......................... $ 638.31
Sacrifices—Poley, B. Blythe. ThreeSheriffs Office, Norristown, Pa.
Rents ...............
308.00
which individuals are either killed July
was in charge at the Pennsylvania personal viewpoint of the announcer.
8, 1932;
Insurance—Fire .......... ............ . . .
216.62
base hit—Kulp. Struck out—By Kulp,
WALLACE
M: K E E L Y ,
It
is
a
one-man
system.
The
man
a
t
or
injured.
railroad station last week as I. C.
Other
4BAZ
14-7-4t Taxes ...........................................
15.39
the “mike” may be mistaken in his 9; by Heffelfinger, 2; by Wood, 8.
Walker was on his vacation.
Except in case of. mechanical de Attorney for petitioner.
Bases
on
balls—
Off
Kulp,
4.
Umpire
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O’Conner, of view or snap judgment. He can say
fects or serious weather conditions
Total Item (F ) ........................... $1,221.75
-—McDonald.
ESTA TE NOTICE—Estate of - Susan H. D EBT SER V IC E & CAPITAL OUTLAY
Albany, N. Y., spent several days at one thing today and deny he meant it
that hamper drivers, or reasons of Hunsicker,
late of Lower Providence,
Debt Service (G)
the home of Mrs. O’Connors’ parents, that way tomorrow. The radio is not
County, deceased.
Payments of sinking fund .......... $ 68.98
Schwenkville handed Royersford a that sort, it is puzzling j;o -know Montgomery
Letters testamentary on the above es Redemption of short term loans.. 6,500 00
staple as a news source. The public
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Dettra.
how
accidents
can
be
unavoidable.
surprise, ll-to -3 setback a t Lakeview
tate having been granted the undersigned, Payments of interest on bond s...
140.00
The Dettra F lag Company, Inc., has confidence in the press of the na Park, hammering the offerings of
Descriptions of accidents usually all persons indebted to said estate are ^re Payment of int. on short term
quested
to make immediate payment, and 1 l?ans ...................j.................. .
130.71
has completed a government order for tion. Take the press away and pub three hurlers for 12 hits. Five runs seem to involve either carelessness
those having legal, claims to present the
12.32
10,000 flags. The shipment was made lic imagination would run riot. Ru in the third inning put the game on or recklessness on the part of one same without delay to HAROLD T. Refunds (taxes, tution, e tc.)___
HUNSICKER,
Collegeville,
Pa,;
or
his
Total
Item
(G)
.......................
$6,852,01
mors and alarms would throw this na ice for Schwenksville.
on the Reading railroad Saturday,
or both drivers— involving violations Attorney, RALPH F-, W ISM ER, Esq., 601
’
Capital Outlay (H)
Mildred Smith, daughter of Mr, and tion into mob hysteria.
of the automobile laws.
Swede Street, Norristown, Penna.
Added equipment for old buildings
ROYERSFORD
Furniture ......................................... $ 22.20
Mrs. George H. Smith, had her tom
The
ease
with
which
guilty
drivers
. R. H. O. A. E.
206.00
The balance in the treasury of
ESTA TE NOTICE—E state of Cora K. Other expenses ....... . . , ............. .
sils removed in the Phoenixville Hos
Jenkins, c f ........... . . 0 4 3 0 0 escape punishment for their of Rambo, late of Trappe, Pa., Montgomery
Montgomery
is
$730,279,
but
J
.
Stroud
Total Item (H)
$228.20
pital by Dr. J . Elmer Gotwals.
fenses,
even
in
fatal
accidents,
has
County,
deceased.
E. Yerk, I f ........... . . 0 0 1 0 oSummary
Amounts'
.Total
Letters' of Administration-on the above
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Francis and Weber hopes to reduce it by about Faust, 3b, p . . . . .
. . 0 0 3 2 1 probably contributed as much as estate having been granted the undersign Total receipts ............................... $39,348.33
$750
on
Friday
with
the
help
of
the
Total
payments
son, Jack, are spending several days
. 1 3 1 5 1 anything else to the number of crash ed, ail persons indebted to said estate are
court.— From North Penn Reporter. Sell, ss .................
(Item. A - F ) ....... i ......... $32,116.73
requested to make immediate payment,
in Atlantic City.
(Items G-H) ..............
7,080.21
C. Yerk, r f ........... . . 0 0 2 0 0 es that figure in the daily news.— and those having legal claims to present
John Gregory, formerly of Phoenix
Total
39,196.94
From
Doylestown
Intelligencer.
The fundamental principle of the R. Yerk, 2b _____
the same without delay to CHARLES A. Balance ...............
.. 1 1 4 0 0
on
hand
(school
RAMBO, Administrator, Trappe, Pa:, or
ville, has leased the dwelling on Mont Christian religion is love and sacri I. Hilborn, lb . . . .
year
1932-1933)............
$
151.39
. . 0 0 11 0 0
his Attorney, EVAN B. LEW IS, 310 South
gomery avenue belonging to Charles fice and we venture the opinion that Rosenberger, c . .
SINKING FUND REPO R T
LABOR VS. CAPITAL
6th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
v 7-21-6t
. 1 1 2 4 1
Balance on hand July 6, 1931 ___ $271.54
L. Campbell. They will take possession the man who has not the love of his W. Yerk, p . . . . . .
.. 0 0 0 0 0
Hec’d
during
year from eurr’t funds 68.98
LABOR,
more
so
today
perhaps
a t once.
Rec’d from interest ____: ............
8.55
fellow man in his heart to the degree R. Hilborn, p, r f . . . 0 0 0 1 0 than ever before, is a classical ex
Miss Jean Cowan left / Sunday that he is willing and* does sacrifice Bell, rf, l b ...........
. . 0 0 0 0 0 ample of a buyers market—that con
Total
receipts
.................................
$349.07
morning to spend a week’s vacation for others and the cause of Christ
Paid out in int. on bonds ____ _ $140.00
dition so abhored in business. To
at Stone Harbor as guest of Miss here on earth does not have much real
Totals ...............
. 3 9 27 12 3 think that labor, the very greatest
Balance
in fund July 4, 1932 . . . . $209.07
Marcia Reardon.
A SSETS
religion in his heart, no matter how
SCHW ENKVILLE
of all commodities, has no fixed
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bright are upright he has walked or how ex
School sites, bldgs, and equipm’t $72,000.00
R. H. O. A. E. value. — that its price is wholly de
Accounts
receivable
............2,444.55
spending several days at Wildwood. emplary his life has been.— From Himsworth, cf . . .
Sinking fund ............................... . ' i 209.07
. 1 0 3 0 0 pendent upon the whims and fancies
Balance
in
treasury
..............
151.39
Sellersville Herald.
Lawson, l b ........... . . 3 2 8 3 0 of its purchaser! Labor, said Lincoln,
W EEK LY HEALTH TALK
Total ..............; ............... •............ $74,805.01
. 2 1 3 4 0 is prior to and independent of capital.
Tarlecki, 2 b .........
L IA B IL IT IE S
Six officials of the Soviet Govern Carl, c ...................
' “In. the past few weeks” the number
...' 2 3 6 1 0 Capital is only the fruit of labor,
Bonded indebtedness ................... $3,500.00
of accidental drownings has markedly ment were shot for grafting recently. Wack, 3b . . . . . . . .
Short term loans .......................... 3,300.00
. 1 2 2 1 0 could never have existed if labor had
increased. Which suggests that an If that was the punishment for graft Ziegler, If .............
. 0 1 2 0 0 not first existed. Labor is the su
Total ........... ............................
$6,800.00
additional warning with respect to ing in this country by our . Govern Berlinger, ss . . . .
We hereby certify that we have exam
. 0 0 1 3 1 perior of capital, and deserves much
ment
officials,
we
wouldn’t
have
any
ined
the
above
accounts
and
And
them
water sports is required j states Doc
Stevens, r f ...........
. 0 0 2 0 0 the higher consideration. In other
correct, and that the securities of the
tor Theodore B. Appel, Secretary of officials, by heck!— From Bryn Mawr Detwiler, p ...........
officers of the board are in accordance
2 3 0 0 0 words, labor, i t is a recognized econ
With law.
Home News.
Health.
FRAN K H. FUHRMAN,
omic fact, was indeed first -— capital
“A study of the reports reaching
H. RALPH GRABER,
Totals
.................
11
12
27
12
X is only crystallized labor as a dollar
American Eagle: Hi-Jacker
Auditors.
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Sleep an hour in the sun,
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was seriously ill, with scant hope of Live poultry
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Sprays and Cut Flowers
Miss Loretta Turnbull, California,
ejaculated the old Scot feebly, but Wheat ............ / . ................. 56c to 59c
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three, times feminine International
Potted Plants in Season
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York, former personal representative \
We Deliver
in Douglass, township. The contract
Public Sales advertised in The
o f Colonel Lindbergh.
Subscribe for The Independent.
I price is $5,298.75.
Advertise in The Independent.
Independent attract bidders.

August Pant
Sale

Flowers or Fruit—Which ?

I
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a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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Collegeville National Bank

W e’ve assembled 1420 pair of men’s work and
dress trousers, offering a complete variety of all
weaves, patterns, colors, and sizes, and reduced
them right in the heart of the pant selling season to
a new low schedule of prices.
$1.50 values Now
$2.00 values Now
$3.00 values Now
$5.00 values Now
$6.50 values Now

89c
$1.39
$1.89
$2.89
$3.89

Tropical Worsted Suits
Coats y2 cellanese lined
Values up to $22.50 at ^
00
j

^
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Vacation Time
is Here
AND MAY I SUGGEST, that if you are planning for an outing, at
the sea shore, mountains, or prolonged travel for pleasure, or health,
and if you are doubtful, a little fearful, afraid of a sick spell, while
absent from the home nest, may we suggest that your nerves are at
fault. If you have fear, a lack of nerve power, weakness, faintness,
langor, a great unrest, feel like crying, may we again suggest that
your nerve power is too low and weak. You should raise the nerve
power. S tart the heart to functioning in a proper manner. This sets
up circulation of the great arteries and blood vessels, driving the
blood to- the most mirtute parts of the body. And low and behold, like
your auto after an overhauling, and fed with gas, you like your car,
will start off with new power, head up, new energy, new attractive
ness, with a happy good morning feeling. I f the bowels are constipat
ed, three days before the trip, take a bottle of ORCHARD, our great
eight hour Gall Stone and stomach remedy. This cleanses the great
colon and bowels, and waste.from the body. Our number 25 nerve
tablet, including qiur N. V. South American nut tablet, will lift the
nerves and quiet the stomach, and prepare your system to enjoy that
outing. 1
We answer all questions of inquiry, concerning your health. Our
Meadow leaf tablet, for the kidneys, regulates the flow, tones the
stomach, gives you a feeling of- comfort.

W IN K L E R ’S DRUG ST O R E , Collegeville, Pa.
JA C O B K. N IC E, 638 W . Lafayette St:, Norristown, Pa.
ED N A A. and R U T H E . P F A U , Phoenixville, Pa.
G. W . DAVIS, Mfg., 844 3rd Ave., New Kensington, Pa.

G . H. C L E M M E R
JE W E L E R — CURREN ARCADE, NORRISTOWN

.

H A V E YOUR ' CLOCKR E P A IR E D W H IL E YOU
, A R E A WA Y
H ave us exam ine your clocks and
submit an estimate o f the cost. The
repairing will' be done .in a
thoroughly
satisfactory manner,
stored and regulated m itil you
return in the Autumn. :

Dry Cleaning

GORHAM STERLIN G /

- i I

JE W E L R Y — WATCHES — CLOCKS — SILV ER

I Poultry & Eggs |

Collegeville
Cleaners and Dyers

I Schatz’s Poultry Farm I

IF L O k IS T |

AND

NOW A

Real Lubrication Service
Every cup greased with the proper kind of lubricant
for that particular job.
Every lubrication job on our new heavy duty free
wheel lift is a complete inspection of your c a r: steer=
ing, brakes, wheel bearing adjustment. The only way
it can properly be done. Play safe, have your car
lubricated and inspected regularly by our mechanics
with the newest and best equipment. And the price is
astonishingly low— $1.00, for all small and medium
size cars.

J. L. Bechtel & Son, Inc.
’

*

Collegeville, Pa.

Open All Night— SER V IC E whenever you need it.

